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ABSTRACT 
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University of Guelph, 2019

Advisors: 

Brandon N. Lillie and Abdolvahab Farzan 

 Salmonella in pork is a concern. This study characterized pig antibody responses on-farm 

and their association with Salmonella shedding/tissue colonization and host genetic variants. 

Fourteen cohorts of pigs from eight farms (total = 809) were tested five times (weaning to 

slaughter). Blood and feces/tissues were analyzed via ELISA and culturing. Data were analyzed 

using mixed-effects logistic regression models. Overall, 20.7% of sera tested positive for 

Salmonella antibodies and 12.6% of fecal samples tested positive for Salmonella. Older pigs and 

pigs shedding Salmonella were more likely to test seropositive (p < 0.05). There was no association 

between seropositivity and Salmonella at slaughter. Variants in/near PTPRJ (p = 0.0000066), 

ST6GALNAC3 (p = 0.0000099), and DCDC2C (p < 0.0000086) were associated with Salmonella 

susceptibility, while variants in AKAP12 (p < 0.0000358) and RALGAPA2 (p = 0.0000760) may 

be associated. This work may aid research in reducing Salmonella on-farm, benefiting researchers 

and the public.   
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Salmonella is a genus encompassing a wide range of serotypes found worldwide, many of 

which have the potential to cause enteric illness in humans and animals (Pires et al., 2014). 

Serotypes vary greatly in geographical distributions, host ranges, and clinical manifestations (Gal-

Mor et al., 2014). With the rising global population, the importance of understanding how such 

pathogens move through communities has become increasingly apparent. A frequently applied 

concept in epidemiology is the “Disease Triangle”, shown in Figure 1.1, which is used to assess 

interactions between the pathogen (or agent), the host, and the environment (Scholthof, 2007). In 

the case of Salmonella, human-infecting serovars entering the food production chain create a 

significant public health concern. In North America, hundreds of thousands of food-related 

illnesses are attributed to Salmonella every year (Thomas et al., 2013; Scallan et al., 2011). 

Recently, there were estimates of approximately 88 000 and 1 million annual cases of 

salmonellosis in Canada and the United States, respectively (Government of Canada, 2016; USDA 

ERS, 2014; Thomas et al., 2013). However, in addition to the public health impact, significant 

economic losses may be incurred from damaged consumer confidence and industry reputation if 

outbreaks of human salmonellosis are traced back to pork products (Davies et al., 2009). A 1989 

cost analysis study in Canada reported an estimate of 630 000 cases of salmonellosis that costed 

the nation $846 million annually (Todd, 1989). Current estimates from the United States have 

listed Salmonella as the most costly foodborne pathogen, with expenses totalling an estimated $3.7 

billion (USDA ERS, 2014), highlighting the significant economic burden of Salmonella in North 

America. 

Swine are a notable source of Salmonella (EFSA, 2015; Jackson et al., 2013; Nesbitt et al., 

2012; Ravel et al., 2009) and the consumption of pork is increasing as the global population rises 

(USDA FAS, 2018). Canada is one of the top global exporters of pork (McEwan, 2016) and as 

such, there is an increasing economic incentive to improve control of foodborne pathogens like 

Salmonella. Epidemiological studies into the prevalence and distribution of Salmonella serovars 

on swine farms contribute significantly to our ability to monitor infections and to identify high-

risk herds (Kranker et al., 2003). Salmonella prevalence studies in Canada over the last 10 years 

have reported estimates ranging from 21% to 81% of grower-finisher farms testing positive for 

Salmonella (Flockhart et al., 2017; Government of Canada, 2015; Deckert et al., 2010; Farzan et 
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al., 2008a). To date, the majority of studies in Canada have assessed Salmonella prevalence at a 

single point in time, often in finisher herds prior to slaughter. However, there is a lack of 

comprehensive studies assessing the longitudinal trends and dynamics of Salmonella prevalence 

on-farm and its association with Salmonella at slaughter.  

Many countries in the European Union have implemented monitoring and control programs 

for Salmonella in swine. These programs classify member states into low and medium-high 

prevalence categories that typically dictate intervention strategies and the level of oversight needed 

(EFSA, 2006). Currently, there is no standardized government monitoring program in Canada and 

control measures are typically operation specific. Traditionally, on-farm control measures and 

interventions include antibiotics, vaccination, culling of infected animals, sanitation, and 

biosecurity programs (Zhao et al., 2012; Hotes et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2009; Doyle & Erickson, 

2006). However, not all control measures or changes in production practices are feasible to 

implement on-farm. Additionally, rising concerns over the use of antimicrobials and chemical 

disinfectants have prompted research into alternative methods of control. 

As such, research into the mechanisms by which Salmonella infects pigs, how the pigs 

respond, and risk factors for increased susceptibility to disease may benefit both producers and 

consumers. The past two decades have seen great advances in swine genetics due to the completion 

of the porcine genome and advances in high-throughput technologies. Variation in Salmonella 

susceptibility among individuals and breeding lines has been well demonstrated and highlights the 

potential of breeding for genetic resistance (Davies et al., 2009; van Diemen et al., 2002; Mallard 

et al., 1992). Many variants in candidate genes have been associated with Salmonella infection, 

including variants in Toll-like receptor genes (Shinkai et al., 2011) and mannan-binding lectins 

(Keirstead et al., 2011), but there is much that remains unknown. Decreasing costs of chip array 

technologies has made screening the porcine genome for novel genes and variants increasingly 

feasible at a genome-wide level. Improving our understanding of the genetic basis of susceptibility 

to disease, and to Salmonella specifically, may greatly improve future control strategies of 

Salmonella.  

This study aims to characterize swine antibody responses to naturally acquired Salmonella 

over the production period and assess the potential impact of a low complexity diet. This study 
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also intends to implement a genome-wide association study (GWAS) approach to identify potential 

variants involved in susceptibility to Salmonella and improve our understanding of disease 

resistance in Canadian swine. Understanding the complex interactions between the host, 

Salmonella, and the environment is crucial in implementing effective measures of control in all 

stages of swine production, from farm-to-fork (Davies et al., 2009). 

Objectives 

1. Characterize the trends and assess the prevalence of swine antibody responses to 

Salmonella from weaning up to the end of the finisher stage in response to naturally 

acquired Salmonella on-farm.  

2. Investigate the association between Salmonella antibody response and shedding on-farm 

from weaning up to the end of the finisher stage and isolation of Salmonella at slaughter. 

3. Assess the association of single-nucleotide variants in the porcine genome with antibody 

response to Salmonella, Salmonella shedding, and isolation of Salmonella at slaughter 

using a genome-wide association study approach.  

Hypotheses 

1. Pigs will exhibit a higher antibody response at weaning due to maternal antibodies, 

followed by a decline into nursery and a subsequent gradual increase until market as pigs 

become immunologically mature. 

2. Pigs shedding Salmonella will be more likely to test seropositive and diet will have no 

impact on antibody response. 

3. Variants in the porcine genome will impact susceptibility to Salmonella causing some pigs 

to have increased shedding, antibody response, or colonization of tissues at slaughter. 

Identification of these genes may have implications in breeding for disease resistance.  
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CHAPTER 1: SALMONELLA, A REVIEW FROM FARM-TO-FORK 

1.1 Salmonellae 

1.1.1 Taxonomy 

Salmonellae are ubiquitous, gram-negative bacteria belonging to the Enterobacteriaceae 

family. Current taxonomy distinguishes the Salmonella genus into two species, Salmonella 

enterica and Salmonella bongori (Figure 1.2), which are mainly restricted to infecting warm-

blooded and cold-blooded animals, respectively (Tortora et al., 2009). Salmonella enterica 

encompasses six subspecies, with over 2600 serotypes identified to date, based on their unique 

antigen presentation and resulting induction of a distinct serological response (Liu et al., 2014; 

Sanderson & Nair, 2013). While there are several subspecies, one subspecies, Salmonella enterica 

subsp. enterica, accounts for over 95% of Salmonella isolates from humans and food animals 

(EFSA, 2010). Due to its high prevalence, variability, and clinical relevance, a defined scheme or 

system for the classification of Salmonella serovars is crucial in consistent reporting and 

surveillance of Salmonella infections or outbreaks. 

1.1.2 Classification of Salmonella serovars 

First isolated from pig intestines in 1884 by Dr. D. E. Salmon’s laboratory assistant, 

Salmonella has since been subject to ever-changing nomenclature (Su & Chiu, 2007). Historically, 

Salmonella has been categorized by host preference, disease manifestation, or geographic location 

and later by serological classification (Su & Chiu, 2007). It was later proposed by Kauffmann, that 

Salmonella be categorized by its antigenic formulae, exempting previously discovered serovars 

with clinical relevance. The Kauffman-White classification scheme, also known as the Kauffman-

White-Le Minor scheme, categorizes salmonellae into serovars based on their surface antigen 

presentations, which determine their immunologic characterization (McQuiston et al., 2011; 

Kauffmann, 1961). The antigens used for classification consist of somatic lipopolysaccharide 

(LPS) (O) antigens, flagellar (H) antigens and, in certain cases, capsular (Vi) antigens (Kintz et 

al., 2017). Due to surface exposure, these antigens are the pathogen’s first point of contact with 

the host and are subject to strong selective pressures from the host, antimicrobial agents, and the 

environment (Liu et al., 2014; Su & Chiu, 2007).  
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LPS is a major outer membrane component of gram-negative bacteria, including 

Salmonella, and has been shown to be highly immunogenic and a key factor in the virulence of a 

wide range of pathogens. Its structure can be split into three basic components; the lipid A anchor, 

the core oligosaccharide, and the O-antigen side chains (Kintz et al., 2017). O-antigens, often 

termed O-polysaccharides or somatic antigens, are the outermost section of LPS and have a 

significant role in determining host-pathogen interactions (Kintz et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2014). 

Classification of the O-antigen is the first step in serotyping Salmonella isolates. There are 

currently 46 serogroups of Salmonella based on the presentation of 39 O-antigens (Liu et al., 2014). 

A recent study by Kintz et al., (2017) assessed the different repertoires of O-antigen modifying 

genes found in Salmonella genomes. Modification of LPS is thought to play a role in immune 

evasion and has been implicated as a potential mechanism in establishing chronic infection (Kintz 

et al., 2017). 

Once serogrouped by its O-antigen, the isolate is then further classified into a serovar by 

its flagellar H-antigen. The H-antigens correspond to flagellin, which is the main component of 

flagella and is encoded by the fliC and fljB genes, expressing phase 1 and phase 2 H-antigens 

respectively (McQuiston et al., 2011). The fliC gene is present in all Salmonella serovars, while 

fljB is unique to S. enterica subsp. I, II, IIIb and VI (McQuiston et al., 2011). While these loci can 

only be expressed one at a time, serovars capable of expressing both loci are termed diphasic and 

may undergo phase variation, a mechanism by which the bacteria can alter its protein expression 

(EFSA, 2010). Phase variation is thought to provide an advantage in immune evasion and in the 

bacteria’s ability to adapt to changing environments. Serovars considered to be public health 

concerns are typically diphasic and researchers must induce phase inversion to successfully 

serotype the isolate for study (EFSA, 2010). Under the Kauffman-White classification scheme, 

there are 114 recognized H-antigens (McQuiston et al., 2011). 

The Vi-antigens, or capsular antigens belong to a polysaccharide capsule found in only 

Salmonella Typhi, Paratyphi, and Dublin (Liston et al., 2016). Bacteria possessing polysaccharide 

capsules have an increased resistance to desiccation and an increased potential for immune evasion 

by resisting complement killing (Liston et al., 2016). 
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As serovars belonging to S. enterica subsp. enterica account for the vast majority of 

isolates from humans and food animals, many are given names based on the geographic location 

or host species from which they were first isolated in addition to their antigenic formulae (Grimont 

& Weill, 2007). Consistency in Salmonella nomenclature and identification is necessary for 

effective communication between researchers, governments, and the public (Brenner et al., 2000). 

1.1.3 Salmonella subtyping 

In light of the large number of serovars and the diversity in antigen presentation, methods 

of subtyping Salmonella became necessary to identify isolates. Traditionally, subtyping methods 

have involved phenotypic classification, either through serotyping via slide or array agglutination 

tests or through phage typing (Wattiau et al., 2011; Rabsch, 2007; Cai et al., 2005). Agglutination 

tests have formed the basis of subtyping for nearly a century using more than 250 specific antisera 

to Salmonella O- and H-antigens allowing researchers to roughly identify isolates by their 

antigenic formulae (Wattiau et al., 2011). This method has been widely used as it is applicable to 

all serovars and is very user friendly; however, it can be time consuming and requires reference 

strains and a large number of antisera to cover even the most frequently isolated serovars (Bale et 

al., 2016). It also may miss isolates with incomplete antigen expression, including rough 

Salmonella isolates containing modified LPS with no recognized O-antigens (Naide et al., 1965). 

In contrast, phage typing allows for the differentiation of Salmonella strains within serovars based 

on their susceptibility to lysis with specific phages (Rabsch, 2007). Phage typing can be highly 

useful in identifying strains associated with a specific source or outbreak (Baggesen et al., 2010). 

However, ambiguous lysis or variations in lysis patterns and the necessary maintenance of phages 

may lead to ambiguous or contradictory strain classifications (Baggesen et al., 2010; Rabsch, 

2007).  

Phenotypic methods like those described here are heavily reliant on reference libraries and 

the individual institutions performing the subtyping. As such, many argue that the epidemiological 

value of phenotypic classification is limited and does not allow for strain fingerprinting and 

differentiation outside of controlled reference laboratories. Additionally, in regions where only 

one or two serovars are predominant, further characterization of Salmonella strains is often 

required (Baggesen et al., 2010). This problem has been addressed using molecular subtyping 
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methods, most commonly molecular serotyping and pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). 

Similar to phenotypic serotyping, molecular serotyping involves the use of multiplex PCRs to 

amplify genes involved in O- and H-antigen expression. This molecular method allows for rapid 

identification of Salmonella serovars and is highly reproducible between laboratories (Wattiau et 

al., 2011). However, strains with allelic diversity or missing H-antigen markers may not be 

successfully identified in the reaction. In PFGE, a form of restriction fragment length 

polymorphism analysis, restriction enzymes digest the isolated DNA into variously sized 

fragments which are then separated by gel electrophoresis to create a specific banding pattern. 

Differential restriction sites between isolates creates unique banding patterns allowing for a 

molecular fingerprint and potential source attribution for specific strains (Hyeon et al., 2013; 

Wattiau et al., 2011; Threlfall et al., 1999). This method is considered the current gold-standard of 

molecular subtyping and has shown to effectively discriminate between isolates and track 

outbreaks (Ngoi et al., 2015; Rounds et al., 2010; Best et al., 2009; Kérouanton et al., 2007). More 

recent methods, including multilocus sequence typing (MLST) and multiple‐locus variable 

number tandem repeat analysis (MLVA) have been used to differentiate isolates based on 

fragments from housekeeping genes and small tandem repeats, respectively. Advances in whole 

genome sequencing and molecular subtyping are continuing to improve the identification and 

differentiation of even closely related isolates. Subtyping is an essential step in Salmonella 

surveillance and outbreak monitoring in the swine industry and public health. 

1.2 Salmonellosis, the swine industry, and public health 

1.2.1 Salmonellosis and public health 

Salmonellosis, the disease caused by Salmonella infection, is estimated to be one of the 

leading food-related illnesses worldwide (Pires et al., 2014). While humans may acquire 

Salmonella through the environment or animal vectors, the majority of human salmonellosis cases 

can be sourced to contaminated food products (Pires et al., 2014; Scallan et al., 2011). The global 

burden of salmonellosis is difficult to estimate due to insufficient surveillance data and availability 

of healthcare in many developing countries but is likely quite significant (Majowicz et al., 2010). 

Food-borne illnesses create a substantial burden on our healthcare system. An estimated four 

million Canadians (1 in 8) are affected by food-related illnesses each year (Thomas et al., 2015), 

of which, salmonellosis is the fourth most frequently reported food-related illness in Canada 
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(Thomas et al., 2015). Between 2009 and 2013, there was an average of 6500 cases of 

salmonellosis reported annually with an estimate of approximately 88 000 true cases of food-borne 

illness (Government of Canada, 2015). Furthermore, Salmonella was estimated to be the second 

most common cause of food-borne hospitalizations in Canada (Thomas et al., 2013). Although a 

cost analysis estimate for foodborne salmonellosis in Canada has not been performed in nearly 30 

years, a 1989 study reported an approximate loss of $846 million attributed to an estimated 630 

000 cases (Todd, 1989). More recently in the United States, Salmonella was projected as the 

leading cause of food-related hospitalizations and death (Scallan et al., 2011) and was considered 

the most costly foodborne pathogen with an estimated annual loss of $3.7 billion (USDA ERS, 

2014). 

Salmonella infection clinically manifests in one of five ways; fever, gastroenteritis, 

bacteremia, extra-intestinal focal infection, or an asymptomatic carrier state (Sanderson & Nair, 

2013; E. G. Wilkins & Roberts, 1988). While many serovars have the potential to result in any of 

those manifestations, they are often predisposed to certain outcomes due to their inherent virulence 

factors and host specificities. Generally, Salmonella serotypes are divided into typhoidal and non-

typhoidal based on the clinical manifestation of disease and distinct immune responses they illicit 

(Gal-Mor et al., 2014; Sanderson & Nair, 2013). Despite high genetic similarity, typhoidal and 

non-typhoidal serovars can illicit substantial differences in disease manifestation and severity 

(Gal-Mor et al., 2014). Typhoidal serovars, including Typhi, Sendai and Paratyphi A, B, and C, 

are human-adapted specialist pathogens that typically manifest as enteric fever (Gal-Mor et al., 

2014). Clinical symptoms of typhoidal Salmonella can include diarrhea, sustained fever, chills, 

hepatosplenomegaly, and abdominal pain (Crump & Mintz, 2010). While prevalence in developed 

countries is very low, typhoid or paratyphoid fever, enteric fever resulting from Typhi and 

Paratyphi infection, respectively, are endemic in developing countries where there is poor 

sanitation and unsafe food or water, facilitating the propagation of Salmonella (Gal-Mor et al., 

2014; Buckle et al., 2012; Crump & Mintz, 2010). Typhoidal serovars are invasive, meaning they 

can invade lymphoid cells and often result in systemic, life-threatening disease with fatality rates 

reaching 10-30% if left untreated (Crump & Mintz, 2010). A global estimate released in 2000 

reported 22 million cases of typhoid fever resulting in 210 000 deaths and 5.4 million cases of 

paratyphoid fever (Crump & Mintz, 2010). 
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Non-typhoidal Salmonella (NTS) are ubiquitous, generalist pathogens with broad host 

ranges and account for the majority of salmonellosis cases worldwide (Gal-Mor et al., 2014; 

Sanderson & Nair, 2013). A study by Majowicz et al. (2010) reported global estimates of 93.8 

million cases of gastroenteritis attributed to Salmonella resulting in 155 000 deaths. Of the cases 

of salmonellosis, 86% were thought to be food-borne (Majowicz et al., 2010). NTS serovars such 

as Typhimurium, Heidelberg, and Enteritidis, are generally restricted to the intestines and result in 

self-limiting gastroenteritis, focal extra-intestinal infection, or an asymptomatic carrier state 

(Sanderson & Nair, 2013). Common clinical symptoms include diarrhea, vomiting, abdominal 

cramps and fever within 12-72 hours post-infection (Acheson & Hohmann, 2001). Generally, NTS 

infections are transient and non-fatal even when left untreated. However, vulnerable host 

populations like the immunocompromised and very young or old individuals are at an increased 

risk of more severe sequelae (Acheson & Hohmann, 2001). 

Recent surveillance data has shown a rise in invasive NTS (iNTS) serovars in developing 

countries, including S. Typhimurium, Enteritidis, and Dublin (Balasubramanian et al., 2018; 

Haselbeck et al., 2017; Uche et al., 2017; Ao et al., 2015). These NTS serovars typically result in 

gastroenteritis in healthy populations, however up to 5% of these cases result in febrile bacteremia, 

typhoid fever, and respiratory symptoms and are classified iNTS (Balasubramanian et al., 2018; 

Gal-Mor et al., 2014). Extra-intestinal infections and severe sequelae resulting from bacteremia 

include meningitis, septic arthritis, osteomyelitis, cholangitis, and pneumonia (Acheson & 

Hohmann, 2001). Although certain serovars, including S. Typhimurium, Dublin and Choleraesuis, 

have shown a higher potential to cause extra-intestinal disease, currently the serovar-specific 

factors causing this increased risk are unknown (Gal-Mor et al., 2014; Wilkins & Roberts, 1988). 

However, individuals with malnutrition, malaria or HIV, all also endemic to developing countries, 

have been shown to have an increased risk of a NTS infection becoming invasive (Ao et al., 2015).  

Understanding the distribution, differences in the severity of infection, and risks associated 

with individual serovars in swine will provide a better basis for improving control of Salmonella 

in all stages of production from farm-to-fork (Jones et al., 2008). Surveillance plays a significant 

role in monitoring and mitigating outbreaks. Due to the transient nature of gastroenteritis, many 

food-borne illnesses are under reported and it becomes difficult to ascertain source attribution. 

Often estimates are made on extrapolating available data for reported cases or outbreaks of 
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illnesses and geographical or population statistics. The Public Health Agency of Canada uses 

several systems to monitor human food-borne illnesses including the National Enteric Surveillance 

Program, FoodNet Canada (formerly C-Enternet) and the Canadian Notifiable Disease 

Surveillance System, which collect information provided by local public health authorities and 

labs. As Salmonella, like many enteric pathogens, is zoonotic and frequently transmitted to humans 

from food production animals, there is increasing emphasis on reducing the prevalence of 

Salmonella on farm and at slaughter as a mechanism to reduce disease in humans (Funk et al., 

2001).  

1.2.2 Salmonella and the Canadian swine industry 

The Canadian swine industry has undergone a gradual shift in the last century, seeing an 

increase in commercial farm sizes with decreases in subsistence farming (Brisson, 2014). This 

shift has resulted in a significant increase in pork production and export with an estimated industry 

value of $3.9 billion annually (Brisson, 2014). Pork is the most consumed meat worldwide and 

increasing demand for pork places Canada, one of the top pork exporters, at an economic 

advantage in the pig market (USDA FAS, 2018; McEwan, 2016). Despite increasing global 

demand, Canadians are eating less pork. As such, the success of the Canadian hog industry is 

largely dependent on producing safe and high-quality meat in compliance with import regulations 

of trading partners. The 2016 Census of Agriculture reported 14.1 million pigs in Canada, an 

increase from the 12.7 million pigs reported in 2011 (Statistics Canada, 2017). The rise in intensive 

production operations creates a greater potential impact of infectious diseases on the pig industry 

and on public health and highlights the financial incentive for control of Salmonella on the farm.  

Salmonella is a major source of human enteric disease in Canada. Human salmonellosis is 

most frequently attributed to contaminated meat and animal products, as well as produce when 

manure from an animal shedding Salmonella is used as fertilizer on crop fields (Jackson et al., 

2013). In North America, the majority of human cases of salmonellosis are attributed to eggs, 

poultry meats, produce, and pork (Pires et al., 2014). A study in the United States attributed 9% of 

human salmonellosis cases to pork and pork products between 1998-2008, while a survey 

administered to Canadian food safety experts attributed 7-8% of gastrointestinal illnesses reported 

in 2008 to non-typhoidal S. enterica in pork (Jackson et al., 2013; Davidson et al., 2011). Studies 
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in the European Union (EU), estimated that pork and pork products were the second leading source 

of food-borne salmonellosis accounting for 27% of cases between 2007-2009 (Pires et al., 2014). 

Swine-adapted serovars like Salmonella Typhisuis and Choleraesuis typically manifest as swine 

typhoid fever, similar to human-infecting typhoidal Salmonella serovars (Boyen et al., 2008). Pigs 

showing visible clinical signs may be treated or removed from the herd to reduce the spread of 

Salmonella. However, the most frequently isolated serovars from pigs, such as Salmonella 

Typhimurium, are serovars that may cause illness in humans but typically result in an 

asymptomatic carrier state in pigs (Bearson & Bearson, 2011). These apparently healthy pigs 

create a major challenge in the swine industry. Undiagnosed carrier pigs may shed Salmonella 

intermittently or in times of stress, potentially infecting or re-infecting other members of the herd 

and contaminating the farm environment.  

Although the past several decades have seen many advances in efforts to prevent and 

control Salmonella, salmonellosis remains one of the estimated leading causes of food-borne 

illness worldwide (Hald et al., 2004). On the pig farm, Salmonella is most frequently transmitted 

via the fecal-oral route among members of the herd, from wildlife, or from contaminated feed or 

water (Dorr et al., 2009). To improve measures of controlling Salmonella in pork and pork 

products, it is important to understand its epidemiology on commercial swine farms. S. enterica 

subsp. enterica (subspecies I) are the causative agents of over 95% of salmonellosis cases in 

humans and animals (EFSA, 2010). However, this subspecies encompasses a broad variety of 

serovars with different pathogeneses. Studies of Salmonella prevalence and serovar distribution 

are crucial to implementing effective monitoring and control programs (Kranker et al., 2003). The 

majority of point prevalence studies have assessed the prevalence of Salmonella in finisher herds 

and have reported estimates of 21-81% of farms testing positive for Salmonella (Flockhart et al., 

2017; Government of Canada, 2015; Deckert et al., 2010; Farzan et al., 2008a). The prevalence 

and distribution of Salmonella serovars on Canadian swine farms are summarized in Table 1.1. 

Furthermore, over time the distribution and prevalence of certain serovars may shift on farms or 

within herds (Funk et al., 2001). To implement effective control measures on farms it is necessary 

to perform longitudinal epidemiological surveys to assess herd infection status and detect 

asymptomatic carrier animals to identify high-risk farms (Kranker et al., 2003).  
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Surveillance programs used for commercial or trade purposes may enable producers to 

improve farm profitability and consumer confidence in Canadian pork. Several epidemiological 

studies have been performed over the last two of decades in association with the University of 

Guelph to assess the relative abundance and distribution of Salmonella serovars on Ontario 

commercial pig farms (Farzan et al., 2008a; Farzan et al., 2008b; Poljak et al., 2008). Farzan et al. 

(2008b) surveyed 113 Ontario swine farms from 2001-2006 to assess the prevalence and 

distribution of Salmonella serovars in finisher pigs. The most frequently isolated serovars included 

Salmonella Typhimurium var. Copenhagen, followed by Salmonella Typhimurium, Derby, 

Infantis, and Brandenburg (Farzan et al., 2008b). Prevalence studies from the United States and 

EU report Typhimurium as the most common serovar, followed by Enteritidis (Jackson et al., 

2013; EFSA, 2010). Understanding the diverse interactions involved in the pathogenesis of 

Salmonella and using the knowledge of serovar prevalence and distribution gained from key 

longitudinal studies on swine farms will improve our ability to control Salmonella and evaluate 

the feasibility of intervention strategies on farms and in slaughterhouses (Funk et al., 2001). 

1.3 Swine immune development 

The immune system needs to coordinate a dynamic response to effectively clear infection 

without damaging the host (Heyer et al., 2015). A poor immune response may lead to the pathogen 

establishing infection and disease in the host, whereas hyperresponsiveness may damage host 

tissues; pigs are no exception to this rule. An animal’s ability to recognize putative pathogens and 

stave off infection before the body becomes diseased is a crucial factor in food animal production. 

An animal unable to competently fight an infection creates a significant food safety concern and a 

profit sink for producers. As such, studying farm risk factors, host immune responses and 

harnessing the animal’s natural abilities to overcome illness is a key area of research interest in 

food production animals like pigs.  

 Pigs are born with little to no immunity. This immunodeficiency is due to the relatively 

impermeable placenta of the sow causing a lack of in utero transfer of immunoglobulins (Ig) and 

environmental antigens to the foetal pig (Bailey & Haverson, 2006). At birth, the immunologically 

naïve piglets are extremely reliant on passive immunity gained from the sow’s colostrum and milk 

by absorbing intact maternal immunoglobulins (Stokes et al., 2004). This exposure promotes the 
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pinocytotic uptake of macromolecules into intestinal epithelial cells and stimulates the 

development and maturation of the mucosal barrier and innate defense mechanisms within the 

lumen (Walker, 1979). The development of the mucosal barrier, also described as the “closure of 

the gut”, typically occurs within 24-48 hours of birth in healthy, well-fed piglets and provides 

protection from potential invasion of harmful pathogens and environmental antigens (Stokes et al., 

2004; Walker, 1979).  

Access to maternal antibodies in the sow’s colostrum provides suckling piglets with 

passive immunity. Maternal immunoglobulin (Ig) G has a half-life of approximately 14 days and 

provides crucial protection for the first few weeks while the piglets continue to develop their own 

immune response (Levast et al., 2014). Despite having a shorter half-life of 2-3 days, an abundance 

of secretory immunoglobulin (sIg) A from the sow provides continuous protection for the duration 

of nursing (Levast et al., 2014; Curtis & Bourne, 1973). sIgA remains in the lumen and is thought 

to prevent commensal bacteria and dietary antigens from reaching the bloodstream (Salmon et al., 

2009). Exposure to antigens in the sow’s colostrum has the added benefit of stimulating the 

production of IgA in the piglet. However, newborn pigs are only capable of producing a limited 

IgA response and are born with rudimentary mucosal architecture in the intestines (Stokes et al., 

2004).  

At birth, the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is lined by a continuous layer of epithelial cells 

which serve as a primary component of the mucosal barrier and as the first line of innate defense. 

After the initial formation of the mucosal barrier, piglets must continue to develop the 

immunological structures associated with an efficient immune response and disease prevention in 

the first few weeks of life (Levast et al., 2014; Stokes et al., 2004). These include the Peyer’s 

patches and intestinal lymphocyte populations seen in mature animals, which are collectively 

referred to as gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) (Boyen et al., 2008). Healthy pigs generally 

develop a mature immune response and mucosal architecture by 7-8 weeks of age (Levast et al., 

2014; Stokes et al., 2004). A mature immune response is defined as the ability to mount a proficient 

response to foreign antigens with appropriate T- and B-lymphocyte activation (Levast et al., 2014). 

Because the immune system is not fully developed until 2 months of age, pigs are particularly 

vulnerable at weaning which typically occurs at 3 weeks of age (Stokes et al., 2004). At weaning, 

pigs undergo a radical change in diet with exposure to new dietary antigens (Levast et al., 2014). 
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Managing postnatal immune development and weaning stress is crucial to the proper development 

of the porcine immune system. The development of an efficient immune response has long-term 

implications for swine health and promotes optimal growth and performance (Stokes et al., 2004). 

1.4 Salmonella vs. the swine immune response 

1.4.1 Routes of transmission 

NTS are ubiquitous in the environment and as such, there are many potential sources of 

infection in pigs. Pigs are mainly infected through the fecal-oral route and may come into contact 

with Salmonella via an infected member of the herd, contamination of the holding pens, water or 

feed, or infected wildlife vectors including rodents and birds (Ferrer Savall et al., 2016; Dorr et 

al., 2009). Respiratory tract and lung infections with Salmonella have also been shown to occur 

via airborne transmission between pigs over short distances, however little is known about this 

route of infection (Boyen et al., 2008).  

After gaining entry to the host, the potential for Salmonella to cause disease is determined 

by a set of highly complex host-pathogen interactions that depend largely on the serovar involved, 

the host species, and the immunological status of the pig (Pham & McSorley, 2015; Bearson & 

Bearson, 2011). Figure 1.3 provides an overview of several key immune defenses in pigs. Once 

ingested, Salmonella must be able to survive the highly acidic stomach environment. In the pig 

stomach, gastric pH is around 4.4, however the fundus region of the stomach can reach as low as 

a pH of 2.0 (Merchant et al., 2011; Boyen et al., 2008). Salmonella Typhimurium has been shown 

to induce the expression of acid shock proteins, which allow bacteria to tolerate acidic conditions 

as low as pH 3.0 and survive stomach conditions to reach the small intestine (Audia et al., 2001).  

Provided Salmonella survives the stomach, it enters the small intestine and encounters 

antimicrobial bile salts, lysozymes, and defensins (Boyen et al., 2008). In pigs, β-defensins play a 

significant role in enhancing phagocytosis, promoting neutrophil recruitment, mediating 

inflammation, and collaborating with antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and lymphoid cells which 

all promote the clearance of Salmonella bacteria (Oswald, 2006). Due to higher concentrations of 

bile salts and discontinuous Peyer’s patches in the upper small intestine, Salmonella tends to favour 
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the distal parts of the intestine, primarily the ileum, for adhesion and colonization (Boyen et al., 

2008). 

1.4.2 Adhesion, invasion, and colonization of the small intestine 

Adhesion is a crucial component of establishing Salmonella infection and is generally 

considered the first step in pathogenesis (Althouse et al., 2003). Adhesion is usually mediated by 

fimbriae, a type of adhesin. Among the S. enterica serovars there are nine types of fimbriae, with 

select serovars capable of expressing multiple types (Althouse et al., 2003). While able to adhere 

to many gut epithelial cells, Salmonella preferentially adheres to enterocytes and microfold (M) 

cells overlaying the Peyer’s patches (Pham & McSorley, 2015). M cells are involved in antigen 

sampling of the gut environment. As such, they perform rapid uptake of bacteria but little 

intracellular killing, and transport antigens across the epithelial layer making them an ideal target 

for intracellular replication and trans-epithelial transport of Salmonella (Keestra-Gounder et al., 

2015). Salmonella Typhimurium has been shown to express type 1 fimbriae which have a broader 

specificity to enable adhesion to multiple cell types (Althouse et al., 2003).  

Once salmonellae are in close proximity to the host epithelial cells, they must be able to 

evade or withstand the subsequent immune response. Beyond non-specific barrier defense, several 

innate responses are at play in the pig gut. Intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) synthesize and secrete 

a variety of defense effectors, including mucins and cytokines, to prevent or reduce the risk of 

invasion of foreign agents (Oswald, 2006). Host pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) on IECs and 

immune cells, including neutrophils, natural killer cells and dendritic cells, mediate inflammatory 

responses and influence the adaptive immune response (Heyer et al., 2015; Kaiser, 2010). Perhaps 

the best characterized PRRs are membrane-bound Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and cytoplasmic 

NOD-like receptors (NLRs). As piglets are vulnerable to infection early in life, TLRs are essential 

to detecting pathogens and pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and subsequently 

initiating an appropriate immune response (Burkey et al., 2009). There are ten TLRs in swine 

which respond to various pathogenic antigens. Table 1.2 depicts the major PRRs involved in 

Salmonella recognition. TLR activation stimulates signalling pathways including the nuclear 

factor-kB (NF-κB), MAP kinase and the type-1 interferon (IFN) pathways, which upregulate the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines and, in turn, lead to the recruitment 
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and activation of other immune cells of both the innate and adaptive immune responses (Kaiser, 

2010; Burkey et al., 2009). The timely recruitment of neutrophils and pro-inflammatory monocytes 

is thought to be a crucial factor in clearing focal infection and limiting the systemic spread of 

Salmonella (Gal-Mor et al., 2014). 

In addition to the innate host response, Salmonella must also overcome the adaptive 

immune response. The adaptive immune response can be generally divided into a cell-mediated 

response to clear intracellular pathogens, often through an inflammatory or T-lymphocyte 

response, and the humoral or B-lymphocyte response to clear extracellular pathogens (Kaiser, 

2010). The Peyer’s patches and submucosal tissues are rich in antigen-presenting cells including 

macrophages and dendritic cells. Antigen-presenting cells including IECs, have PRRs that 

recognize PAMPs and process Salmonella antigens for presentation to T- and B-lymphocytes 

(Stokes et al., 2004). The T-lymphocyte response promotes the maturation of cytotoxic T-cells, 

involved in stimulating cell death, as well as helper T-cells, which promote the activation of 

macrophages and the differentiation of B-cells into plasma and memory B-cells (Kaiser, 2010). 

B-cells are responsible for producing antibodies to clear extracellular Salmonella and 

provide memory immunity against subsequent exposure (Mair et al., 2014). Naïve B-cells produce 

immunoglobulin M (IgM) in response to early infection, however maturation occurs after 

activation by an APC or helper T-cell (Kaiser, 2010). Mature B-cells undergo isotope switching 

to produce IgA and IgG (Kaiser, 2010). While IgA is generally found in the mucosa, IgG can be 

detected in the blood even after the infection is cleared. IgG is involved in opsonization of the 

bacteria, promoting phagocytosis by neutrophils, as well as activation of the complement system 

(Mair et al., 2014). Its role in clearing extracellular bacteria and ease of sampling make IgG a 

desirable diagnostic antibody to assess the Salmonella status of pigs.  

If successful in adhering and evading the immune response, Salmonella must next invade 

the host cell. As intracellular pathogens, successful invasion is a key determining factor in 

establishing infection. Salmonella upregulates a collection of virulence genes located in 

Salmonella pathogenicity island 1 (SPI-1) needed to form a type III secretion system (T3SS) 

(Pham & McSorley, 2015). This needle-like projection allows Salmonella to inject the host cell 

with proteins that facilitate the rearrangement of the host cell membrane and cytoskeleton and 
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promotes the engulfment of Salmonella into Salmonella-containing vacuoles (SCVs) (Pham & 

McSorley, 2015). A study by Meyerholz and Stabel (2003) observed infection of Salmonella 

Typhimurium and Choleraesuis in porcine ileal loops and saw invasion as early as ten minutes 

post-inoculation. However, S. Typhimurium was found to invade in higher numbers and replicate 

quickly, while S. Choleraesuis tended to invade as a single bacterium with a much slower rate of 

replication (Meyerholz & Stabel, 2003). This differentiation between serovars is thought to play a 

role in the severity of disease. 

Crossing the epithelial layer gives Salmonella access to submucosal tissues including the 

lamina propria and endothelial cells (Keestra-Gounder et al., 2015). In immunocompetent hosts, 

these tissues have a high abundance of phagocytic cells which engulf and kill bacteria. Phagocytes 

produce intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) to kill engulfed Salmonella (Boyen et al., 

2008). The majority of broad host-range serovars, like S. Typhimurium and Enteritidis, are unable 

to withstand the highly cytotoxic environment within the phagocytes. Thus, infection remains 

localized within the GALT and mesenteric lymph nodes and results in self-limiting gastroenteritis 

or an asymptomatic carrier state (Bearson & Bearson, 2011). Typically, the host immune cells are 

then able to clear the infection. If not, the pig may chronically shed the bacteria in the feces creating 

a significant risk of Salmonella transmission to other members of the herd (Doyle & Erickson, 

2006). 

1.4.3 Systemic disease and persistent infection 

Salmonella Choleraesuis is the most common cause of systemic disease in swine. Systemic 

disease occurs when Salmonella survives and proliferates within phagocytes, which then enter the 

lymphatic system spreading the infection to the blood and to phagocytes within the spleen, liver, 

and bone marrow (Pham & McSorley, 2015; Isaacson & Kinsel, 1992). Survival within host 

phagocytes is thought to be due in part to upregulation of virulence genes encoded by SPI-2, which 

decrease the production of reactive oxygen species within phagocytes thereby subverting 

intracellular killing (Pham & McSorley, 2015). Though invading in smaller numbers than S. 

Typhimurium, S. Choleraesuis bacteria are highly virulent and more efficient at evading 

intracellular killing in pigs (Chiu et al., 2004). Invasive serovars have been shown to be more adept 

at evading detection by host immune cells resulting in a significantly reduced inflammatory 
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response (Keestra-Gounder et al., 2015). A reduction in inflammatory cytokines, in turn, reduces 

neutrophil recruitment allowing Salmonella to spread more rapidly to the submucosal tissues and 

subsequently to the mesenteric lymph nodes (Gal-Mor et al., 2014). During chronic infections, 

Salmonella Typhimurium is thought to persist intracellularly in phagocytes and was recovered 

from systemic tissues up to one year later in asymptomatic mice (Monack, 2012). 

The inflammation observed during gastroenteritis is thought to be a key factor in containing 

a focal intestinal NTS infection (Burkey et al., 2009). However, the recent rise in iNTS infections 

suggests that many of the mechanisms of Salmonella pathogenesis have yet to be fully elucidated. 

Bacteremia has traditionally been viewed as a result of over stimulation of monocyte TLR4s by 

Salmonella LPS antigens leading to a cytokine storm and sepsis (Keestra-Gounder et al., 2015). 

The virulence genes and mechanisms by which iNTS infection leads to bacteremia are poorly 

understood and do not follow any currently known models (Keestra-Gounder et al., 2015). The 

effects of systemic disease are severe and potentially fatal, more so in developing countries where 

adequate healthcare and sanitation is not available. Considering the rising levels of antimicrobial 

resistance (AMR), the potential for typically self-limiting NTS serovars to cause systemic disease 

is concerning. As such, emphasis is being placed on controlling the burden of Salmonella both pre- 

and post-harvest, thus decreasing the risk of Salmonella entering the food production chain. 

1.5 Prevention and control of Salmonella 

Infectious diseases in production animals represent a significant economic burden 

worldwide (Davies et al., 2009). Salmonella is ubiquitous in nature and its impact on public health 

and animal welfare has promoted research into controlling Salmonella at all stages of the 

production chain, from farm-to-fork (Funk et al., 2001). While contamination may occur at any of 

these stages, the producers and slaughterhouses often bear the brunt of public pressure. 

Additionally, due to the rise in invasive serovars and AMR many researchers are looking for cost-

effective, pro-active methods of control to limit exposure to Salmonella and the severity of 

infection in food animals instead of reactive treatment methods (van Diemen et al., 2002). Control 

methods include preventative and treatment measures targeting the host, the pathogen or the 

environment (Carlson et al., 2012; Davies et al., 2009). 
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1.5.1 Detection and monitoring of Salmonella 

Epidemiological studies of the prevalence of Salmonella serovars on swine farms 

contribute significantly to our ability to monitor herds and dictate when intervention is necessary 

(Kranker et al., 2003). Salmonella is often detected in pigs via bacteriology and/or serology. 

Bacteriological methods, typically culturing with selective media, may be used to isolate 

Salmonella from environmental samples, feces, and/or tissues. Culturing can confirm active 

infections and the isolate can be retained for serotyping, phage-typing, and antimicrobial resistance 

testing. However, it can be costly for large sample numbers and may not detect infections in pigs 

that are intermittently shedding Salmonella. As such, it is predominately used in monitoring 

programs in low prevalence countries. Serological detection methods, such as enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), offer a cheaper alternative when testing many samples and can 

detect previous exposure (Farzan et al., 2007). Indirect ELISAs contain wells coated with antigen 

that will bind to primary antibodies in the host sera. These primary antibodies are subsequently 

bound by secondary antibodies containing an enzyme that can catalyze a substrate reaction for a 

colourimetric reaction measured via spectrophotometry. With respect to Salmonella, ELISAs are 

typically coated with Salmonella LPS antigens of serovars relevant to public health and/or the pig 

industry. However, ELISAs may underestimate the prevalence of early Salmonella infections 

before pigs have seroconverted or miss pigs that fail to seroconvert (Andres & Davies, 2015; 

Barron et al., 2009). Additionally, there is no way to distinguish maternal antibodies from the pig’s 

own antibodies, which may falsely inflate seroprevalence at weaning. Despite these limitations, 

ELISAs remain a cost-effective method of monitoring for Salmonella in pig herds. 

  The majority of studies to date have assessed Salmonella prevalence at one point in time, 

however, longitudinal studies have demonstrated temporal variation in prevalence and serovar 

distribution. Thus, longitudinal studies and/or Salmonella surveillance may provide more 

representative estimates of the true prevalence of Salmonella on swine farms. Salmonella 

surveillance programs, in coordination with control methods, are often implemented to control 

food safety concerns and monitor infection trends in production animals (Boyen et al., 2008). 

Many European countries have implemented compulsory monitoring programs using 

bacteriological and serological testing on the farm and serological testing at the slaughterhouse to 

identify high-risk herds (Vico & Mainar-Jaime, 2012; EFSA, 2010; Kranker et al., 2003; Wegener 
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et al., 2003). Due to increased levels of human salmonellosis attributed to pork in 1993, a nation-

wide surveillance and control program was initiated in Danish finishing herds (Mousing et al., 

1997). Since implementation, human salmonellosis attributed to pork in Denmark has decreased 

by over 85%, from 22% in 1993 to 3% in 2001 (Wegener et al., 2003). Nation-wide surveillance 

programs, where feasible, may offer a promising method of reducing the risk of Salmonella in the 

food production chain, however, the efficacy of serological monitoring in Canada remains 

unknown. 

1.5.2 The farm or the slaughterhouse: Pre- and post-harvest control of Salmonella 

Ultimately, for effective control of Salmonella, pig production systems must account for 

the complex interplay between host genetics and development, maternal immunity, the production 

environment, and farm management practices to produce healthy and profitable animals with 

minimal Salmonella levels (Stokes et al., 2004). Salmonella is ubiquitous in the environment, and 

on the farm, pigs may be exposed to Salmonella through contaminated feed or water, an infected 

member of the herd, or from a wide range of wildlife vectors (Ferrer Savall et al., 2016; Dorr et 

al., 2009). Globalization and the increasing demand for pork have resulted in an increase in 

intensive production operations (Brisson, 2014). Higher-throughput and high-density operations 

must implement preventative measures to limit the entry and spread of Salmonella pre-harvest 

(Hotes et al., 2011). While preventing all exposure to Salmonella on the farm is an impossibility, 

significant research has gone into a myriad of biosecurity practices and risk factors for Salmonella 

pre- and post-harvest. Key risk factors have been briefly summarized in Table 1.3. Typically, 

emphasis is placed on implementing good biosecurity and sanitation practices to prevent the spread 

of Salmonella on the farm (Davies et al., 2009). 

Beyond manipulation of host genetics to select for disease resistance discussed below, there 

are many other methods of controlling Salmonella in the host. Vaccination has been reported to be 

an effective method of reducing Salmonella in the herd (Hotes et al., 2011; Farzan & Friendship, 

2010).  Farzan and Friendship (2010) suggested that a vaccine targeted to multiple serogroups and 

administered orally may be more effective at promoting immunity and cross-protection against the 

broad range of environmental serovars. Although vaccines have shown promise in reducing the 

load of Salmonella in the gut, widespread use of vaccination may become quite costly to producers 
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and can interfere with serological detection methods (Hotes et al., 2011). In cases of widespread 

disease or where treatment is not a viable option, culling of infected animals and thorough 

disinfection may be a last resort (Davies et al., 2009). Careful introduction of replacement gilts 

and weaners is also key in limiting Salmonella transmission on-farm. Replacement pigs from 

infected farms are a known significant risk factor for introducing novel Salmonella serovars into 

naïve herds (Andres & Davies, 2015; Weigel, 2005). In the case where a closed farrow-to-finish 

herd is impractical, quarantine and testing of replacement animals prior to introduction to the herd 

is generally recommended (Andres & Davies, 2015; Amass, 2005; Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004). 

Feed type and diet can also play a role in the pig’s susceptibility to Salmonella infection. 

The risk of contamination must be considered at all points of the manufacturing, transport, storage, 

or distribution processes of the feed (De Busser et al., 2013). However, in addition to the risk of 

contamination introducing new serovars, the physical properties of the feed may also contribute to 

the proliferation of Salmonella on-farm. Many studies have found that Salmonella prevalence is 

significantly increased when feed is pelleted instead of liquid or mash feed (Vico & Mainar-Jaime, 

2012; Doyle & Erickson, 2006; Farzan et al., 2006; Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004). This is likely due to 

Salmonella being only partially heat killed during pelleting and the feed becoming re-contaminated 

during transport or storage in silos and troughs (Berends et al., 1996). Additionally, pelleted feed 

has been reported to decrease stomach acidity creating favourable conditions for Salmonella 

survival in the stomach and colonization of the pig gut (Wilkins et al., 2010; Doyle & Erickson, 

2006). Diet composition is another risk factor for disease susceptibility. Dietary factors directly 

affect the physical growth and immune development of pigs (de Lange et al., 2010). The 

maturation of the mucosal barrier, a key component of innate immunity, was found to be impaired 

in starved piglets (Lecce, 1973). Dietary phosphorous (P) levels have also been implicated in 

disease susceptibility (Heyer et al., 2015). Low phosphorous diets were associated with decreased 

average daily gain and an impaired T-cell response, which may put pigs at an increased risk of 

disease (Heyer et al., 2015; Kegley et al., 2001). Together, this indicates that pigs must receive 

proper nutritional requirements to adequately stave off infection and that dietary changes must be 

assessed for their impact of growth performance and disease susceptibility.  

Several studies have proven the importance of proper sanitation both in holding pens and 

transport trucks (Dorr et al., 2009; Mannion et al., 2007). Salmonella is capable of surviving in the 
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environment for several months (Berends et al., 1996). As such, validating and adhering to 

stringent biosecurity practices may reduce the prevalence of Salmonella on-farm. Concrete, a 

porous material, is commonly used in swine facilities and has been reported to harbour bacteria 

despite rigorous sanitation practices (Funk & Gebreyes, 2004). A study assessing the efficacy of 

pig barn disinfection processes reported reduced levels of Salmonella, however no method was 

capable of eradicating Salmonella (Mannion et al., 2007). Similarly, a study by Dorr et al. (2009) 

observed high variability in the efficacy of transport truck disinfection. Transport to slaughter and 

lairage at the abattoir are times of high stress for pigs and a significant risk factor of pre-harvest 

transmission of Salmonella (Simons et al., 2016). Asymptomatic carrier pigs often begin shedding 

Salmonella in their feces during times of stress and pigs within the same batch as shedding pigs 

are at a high-risk of infection (Fosse et al., 2009). Berends et al. (1996) reported up to 20% of pigs 

not shedding Salmonella on the farm began shedding by the time they reached the end of lairage. 

Despite typically short transport and lairage times, pigs exposed to Salmonella in the environment 

may begin shedding the bacteria within 2-6 hours (Simons et al., 2016; Berends et al., 1996). Good 

biosecurity and sanitation paired with a farrow-to-finish, all-in-all-out management system may 

successfully reduce exposure to Salmonella on farm (Doyle & Erickson, 2006; Funk & Gebreyes, 

2004). Although eradication of Salmonella from the environment may be unrealistic, 

implementing several management and farm factors from farm-to-fork may decrease the risk of 

Salmonella in pigs, and in turn, in humans (Poljak et al., 2008).  

The high rates of transmission due to transport stress and lairage time, increases the burden 

of Salmonella in pigs prior to slaughter. This necessitates effective post-harvest intervention and 

good sanitization practices. Major advancements have been made in the slaughter process, and 

several critical control points have been identified including worker hygiene, sanitization of knives 

and cutting equipment, and temperature control. Any tool or equipment that comes into contact 

with the carcass, especially during removal of the intestines and colon, is a significant risk factor 

as it may contaminate subsequent carcasses. Studies have demonstrated a reduction in the burden 

of Salmonella with daily cleaning of splitting machines and chilling of carcass hooks (Delhalle et 

al., 2008; Hald et al., 2003). Requiring workers to wear gloves and clean knives after each carcass 

has also reduced contamination at slaughter (Childers et al., 1977). In addition to sanitization, scald 

water temperature and storage temperatures play a crucial role in killing and/or preventing the 
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proliferation of Salmonella. Most Salmonella serovars can grow between 10-35 °C (Koutsoumanis 

et al., 2004). However, Salmonella may grow at 7 °C and has been shown to resist killing in scald 

water temperatures under the recommended 62 °C (Hald et al., 2003; Lo Fo Wong et al., 2002). 

Proper sanitization and temperature control are crucial in limiting the contamination and spread of 

Salmonella in pork and reducing human salmonellosis. Despite the advances made in traditional 

control of Salmonella, pork still remains a significant source of salmonellosis. Consequently, it is 

likely that new methods are needed to limit Salmonella transmission in addition to a combination 

of control measures tailored specifically to each farm and abattoir. 

1.5.3 Genetic resistance: Breeding robust hosts 

Due to the importance of host factors in determining the outcome of infection, it stands to 

reason that another significant control point would be in the host itself. In conjunction with strict 

control measures on the farm, breeding for immunologically robust hosts has the potential to save 

producers money if the animals never become ill or experience milder and/or shorter disease 

(Carlson et al., 2012). Many studies have looked at the pig immunome, a large set of immunity-

related genes, to assess the impacts of individual genes and variants within these genes on the host 

response during Salmonella infection (Dawson et al., 2013). 

An unfortunate challenge in breeding for resistance is the complex set of interactions taking 

place within the host. The immune response is polygenic and multifactorial, making selection for 

resistance complex (Keirstead et al., 2011; van Diemen et al., 2002). While selection for resistance 

is possible, there is rarely a single gene or gene product capable of promoting significant disease 

resistance (Kaiser, 2010). Additionally, the nature by which host species and pathogens co-evolve 

creates a highly specific adaptive immune response and selecting for specific resistance to one 

pathogen may compromise the hosts’ response to a different pathogen (Dawson et al., 2013; 

Kaiser, 2010). However, unlike the adaptive response, the innate immune response is generally 

non-specific and promotes resistance to a wider range of pathogens (Kaiser, 2010). Because the 

innate response coordinates a broad immunity and drives the adaptive response, many studies have 

assessed the effects that variants in the innate immunome have on the outcome of disease. 

Variation in immune response traits and disease susceptibility between individual pigs and 

several breeding lines has been well studied in the past several decades (Davies et al., 2009; van 
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Diemen et al., 2002; Edfors-Lilja et al., 1994; Mallard et al., 1992; Buschmann et al., 1985). Many 

of the favoured candidate genes for disease resistance are those involved with pathogen-associated 

pattern recognition and binding (Kaiser, 2010). Single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) identified in 

TLR genes are thought to alter pathogen recognition and cause differential immune responses 

(Kaiser, 2010). TLR recognition of a pathogen is necessary to initiate an effective immune 

response. Measuring the activity of NF-κB by TLR stimulation is a method to quantify the degree 

of immune response and assess the relative effects of SNVs within TLR genes (Shinkai et al., 

2011). Shinkai et al. (2011) assessed immune responses to S. Choleraesuis among pig breeds and 

found that specific SNVs within TLR5 and TLR2 genes resulted in an attenuated immune response 

with varying degrees of attenuation between pig breeds. SNVs in the TLR4 gene have also been 

linked to improved resistance to S. Typhimurium in chickens (Leveque et al., 2003). Another PRR 

of interest is the cytosolic nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain 1 (NOD1). The NOD family 

of proteins impact NF-κB activity and have been shown to have synergistic activity with TLR 

signalling pathways (Jozaki et al., 2009). In pigs, loss of function SNVs in the genes encoding 

NOD1 have been shown to decrease NF-κB activation and impair the host immune response 

(Shinkai et al., 2015). 

Other desirable gene candidates for resistance are genes encoding PRRs involved in 

complement activation and phagocytic killing (Keirstead et al., 2011). Mannan-binding lectins 

(MBLs) play an important role in the innate immune response by binding pathogen carbohydrate 

motifs and stimulating activation of the lectin pathway of the complement system (Lillie et al., 

2007). In pigs, SNVs within MBL1 coding regions and MBL2 promoter regions were observed at 

higher frequencies in diseased populations (Lillie et al., 2007, Lillie et al., 2006). Low plasma 

levels of MBL-A and MBL-C, encoded by MBL1 and MBL2 respectively, are thought to be a risk 

factor for impaired immune function and increased susceptibility to disease in pigs (Keirstead et 

al., 2011). Several genetic variant studies have also looked at SNVs in the natural resistance-

associated macrophage protein 1 (NRAMP1) gene (Ding et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2008). The Nramp1 

protein is a divalent metal transporter involved in iron transport and sequestering metal cations in 

host phagocytes, thus limiting an intracellular pathogen’s ability to produce the necessary 

protective enzymes to survive cytotoxic killing (Ding et al., 2014). This is especially important in 

reducing the risk of systemic disease that occurs when Salmonella survives in phagocytes and 
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enters the lymphatic system subsequently spreading throughout the body. SNVs within NRAMP1 

have been shown to result in differential innate immune responses in pigs and due to its important 

role in disease resistance it remains a desirable candidate gene for study (Ding et al., 2014; Wu et 

al., 2008).  

However, candidate gene studies like those listed above require prior knowledge of the 

genes, their expression levels and tissue localization, as well as their putative functions and/or 

pathways. Currently, many of the immune interactions, signalling, and pathways in response to 

Salmonella and other pathogens in swine remains unknown. The completion and continued 

updates of the porcine genome and advancements in genotyping array technologies have increased 

the feasibility of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) (Visscher et al., 2017). As GWAS 

becomes more accessible to researchers, we may identify novel variants or pathways associated 

with resistance to Salmonella (Zhou & Stephens, 2012). However, as mentioned above, disease 

susceptibility is complex and the association between a variant and a trait or phenotype is not 

always straightforward. Additionally, the variability in trait inheritance and the high level of 

genetic variation among pig breeding lines may make the implementation of selection for genetic 

resistance difficult (Butler et al., 2002). Regardless, it provides a good preliminary method of 

identifying potential variants as genetic markers for research on disease susceptibility and may 

drive the future in breeding for genetic resistance to control Salmonella in pigs where traditional 

methods have yet to fully succeed. 

1.6 Summary 

Salmonella is a significant enteric pathogen affecting millions of people every year 

(Majowicz et al., 2010). As one of the leading causes of food-related illness in Canada, there is 

increasing pressure from the human health and food safety side to limit the burden of Salmonella 

pre- and post-harvest in food production animals like pigs (Doyle & Erickson, 2006). However, 

implementing effective control measures requires an understanding of the complex interactions 

between Salmonella, the host immune system, and the environment (Davies et al., 2009).  

Currently, there are many aspects of Salmonella pathogenesis and the resulting swine 

immune responses that are unknown. Beyond the cellular interactions, it is important to understand 

the epidemiology of Salmonella on Ontario swine farms. Because most pig-infecting serovars 
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result in an asymptomatic carrier state, Salmonella prevalence may be underestimated in pig herds. 

Periodic longitudinal studies offer a representative picture of the changes in serovar prevalence 

and distribution (Funk et al., 2001). Knowing which serovars are present is an important first step 

in determining effective measures of control and assessing significant risk factors, both in the host 

and on the farm (van Diemen et al., 2002). Understanding how predominant serovars interact with 

the host, how they affect the host humoral immune response, and the impact of genetic variants in 

the population may provide insight into limiting the burden of Salmonella from farm-to-fork, 

potentially improving production practices and public health. 
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1.7 Tables and figures 

 

Figure 1.1. Epidemiological disease triangle model.  

Based on data from Merrill, 2010.  
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Figure 1.2. Phylogeny of Salmonella from Phylum to subspecies level. 

Based on information from Sanderson and Nair, 2013.  
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Figure 1.3. A depiction of several key components of the pig immune response to Salmonella infection. 

Base image modified from blog.ssis.edu.vn/.   

https://blog.ssis.edu.vn/103182/2014/03/21/efficiency-of-the-pig-digestive-system/
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Table 1.1. Farm prevalence and serovar distribution of Salmonella on Canadian swine farms. 

Location &  

period of study 
Farm prevalence Serovars Reference 

Ontario 

2006-2011 

 

81% (39/48) 

 

S. Typhimurium (32%) 

S. Enteriditis (1%)  

 

Flockhart et al., 2017 

Canada  

2006-2008* 

33% (32/96) S. Typhimurium var. 5- (28%) 

S. Brandenburg (15%) 

S. Derby (12%) 

S. Bovismorbificans (7%) 

S. Mbandaka (7%) 

 

Deckert et al., 2010 

 

Ontario 

2005-2007 

77% (24/31) S. Typhimurium var. 

Copenhagen (31%)  

S. Derby (12%) 

S. Typhimurium (11%)  

S. Agona (11%)  

 

Farzan et al., 2010 

Ontario 

2001-2006 

 

61% (69/113) 

 

S. Typhimurium var. 

Copenhagen (27%)  

S. Typhimurium (17%)  

S. Derby (11%) 

 

 Farzan et al., 2008b 

 

 

Ontario 

2004 

46% (37/80) S. Typhimurium var. 

Copenhagen (56%)  

S. Infantis (11%) 

S. Typhimurium (7%)  

S. Derby (6%)  

 

Farzan et al., 2008a 

Alberta & 

Saskatchewan 

2004 

100% (10/10) 

 

Sample Prevalence: 

36% (407/1143) 

S. Derby (29%) 

S. Typhimurium var. 

Copenhagen (19%) 

S. Putten (12%) 

S. Infantis (7%) 

S. Mbandaka (6%) 

 

Wilkins et al., 2010 

*Data from 2008 shown in chart 

 S. = Salmonella 
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Table 1.2. Main pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) involved in Salmonella recognition and the stimulated innate 

immune response. 

PRR Ligand recognition Immune response 

TLR 2 Peptidoglycan Pro-inflammatory cytokines 

TLR 4 LPS Pro-inflammatory cytokines and type-1 IFN 

TLR 5 Flagellin Pro-inflammatory cytokines 

NOD1 Peptidoglycan Pro-inflammatory cytokines and type-1 IFN 

NOD2 Peptidoglycan Pro-inflammatory cytokines and type-1 IFN 

Based on information from Kumar et al., 2011 

TLR = Toll-like receptor, NOD = nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein, LPS = 

lipopolysaccharide, IFN = interferon 
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Table 1.3. Pre- and post-harvest risk factors that may impact Salmonella prevalence on swine farms and/or human salmonellosis attributed to pork. 

Risk factor Risk management Reference 

Pre-harvest   

Feed type Feeding coarsely ground meal decreased the survival of Salmonella during passage 

through the stomach. Pelleting may shelter Salmonella from stomach acid or protect 

Salmonella from heat killing feed sterilization. 

Doyle & Erickson, 2006  

Farzan et al., 2006 

Canibe et al., 2005 

Mikkelsen et al., 2004 

Pig flow Infected pigs may bring infection into a naïve herd during mixing. All-in-all-out flows 

minimize the risk of introducing infection. Cleaning in-between batches of pigs may 

reduce environmental exposure. 

 

Doyle & Erickson, 2006 

Belœil et al., 2004 

Funk & Gebreyes, 2004 

Pen sanitation Most sanitation practices are incapable of completely eradicating Salmonella from the 

environment. Porous materials such as concrete may retain Salmonella. Chlorocresol-

based disinfectants show higher rates of killing Salmonella than formaldehyde or 

glutaraldehyde-containing disinfectants. 

McLaren et al., 2011 

Dorr et al., 2009 

Mannion et al., 2007  

Funk & Gebreyes, 2004 

Berends et al., 1996 

Transport and lairage 

time 

Stress from transportation may cause carriers to begin shedding in as little as 2 hours and 

transmit Salmonella to other members of the herd.  

Simons et al., 2016 

Fosse et al., 2009  

Berends et al., 1996 

Post-harvest   

Sanitation Salmonella can colonize equipment and tools in the slaughterhouse. Cleaning and 

disinfection of the splitting machines and carcass hooks reduced Salmonella prevalence. 

Personnel wearing gloves and sanitizing knives in-between carcasses has been shown to 

reduce fecal contamination.  

 

Delhalle et al., 2008 

Hald et al., 2003  

Childers et al., 1977 

 

Scald water Salmonella may survive in scald water if the temperature is not high enough (>62 °C). If 

the carcass is large or scalding time is short Salmonella may survive in the meat. Stream 

scalding may be an alternative. 

Delhalle et al., 2008 

Hald et al., 2003 

 

 

Dehairing Dehairing equipment may harbour Salmonella causing contamination of carcasses. 

Increased risk if scald water is also contaminated. 

Hald et al., 2003 

Gill & Bryant, 1993 

 

Temperature Low temperatures (<7 °C) inhibit the growth of Salmonella on pig carcasses. Long 

handling times may increase the risk of temperature elevation and promote the growth of 

Salmonella on carcasses. Storage of packaged meats should be at 4 °C to minimize 

proliferation of Salmonella. 

Wen & Dickson, 2012 

Lo Fo Wong et al., 2002 
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CHAPTER 2: ANTIBODY RESPONSES TO SALMONELLA IN PIGS FROM 

WEANING UP TO MARKETING AND PRESENCE OF SALMONELLA AT 

SLAUGHTER 

This chapter corresponds to the following manuscript:  

Schut, C. H., Farzan, A., Ainslie-Garcia, M. H., Friendship, R. M., & Lillie, B. N. (2018). 

Antibody responses to Salmonella in pigs from weaning up to marketing and presence of 

Salmonella at slaughter. Foodborne Pathogens and Disease, Ahead of print. 

https://doi.org/10.1089/fpd.2018.2454   

2.1 Abstract 

Salmonella is estimated to be one of the leading causes of enteric illness worldwide. Human 

salmonellosis is most frequently related to contaminated food products, particularly those of 

animal origin, such as pork. Pigs are often asymptomatic carriers of Salmonella, highlighting the 

importance of identifying high-prevalence farms and effective detection methods. The objectives 

of this study were to investigate Salmonella IgG antibody responses and their association with on-

farm shedding and Salmonella isolation at slaughter. Fourteen groups of pigs from eight farrowing 

sources were followed from birth to slaughter (totalling 796 pigs). Information about farm 

management was collected by a questionnaire. Blood and fecal samples were collected four times 

at different stages of production, and palatine tonsils/submandibular lymph nodes were obtained 

at slaughter. Sera were tested for Salmonella IgG antibodies by ELISA and fecal/tissue samples 

were cultured for Salmonella. Data were analyzed using a mixed-effect multivariable modeling 

method with farm, litter, and pig as random effects. Salmonella seropositivity prevalence was 

20.3%, 5.8%, 15.9%, and 37.3% at weaning, at the end of nursery, at end of grower, and at end of 

finisher, respectively. Salmonella seropositivity and shedding increased with age (p < 0.05), and 

pigs shedding Salmonella were more likely to test seropositive (p = 0.02). Antibody response and 

shedding on-farm had no significant association with isolation of Salmonella from tissues 

harvested at slaughter. The variation in Salmonella seropositivity due to farm was 28.9% of total 

variation. These findings indicate that on-farm intervention may be a more effective approach to 

control Salmonella and to reduce presence of Salmonella at slaughter. Additionally, the 

observation that some pigs in this study were Salmonella negative throughout production and at 

https://doi.org/10.1089/fpd.2018.2454
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slaughter is promising with regards to food safety, and studies are needed to explore the genotypes 

or immune characteristics of those pigs. 

2.2 Introduction 

Salmonella is one of the leading causes of foodborne illness worldwide (Pires et al., 2014) 

and is estimated to be the fourth leading cause of foodborne illness in Canada (Thomas et al., 

2013). It is estimated that 93.8 million annual cases of human salmonellosis occur worldwide, the 

majority of which are thought to be due to foodborne Salmonella (Pires et al., 2014; Scallan et al., 

2011; Majowicz et al., 2010). Among food originating from animals, poultry is the largest 

contributor to human salmonellosis in the United States and Canada (Butler et al., 2016; Jackson 

et al., 2013; Ravel et al., 2009), however pork is also a major contributor. A survey of Canadian 

food-safety experts indicated pork was the source for an estimated 7-8% of Salmonella-related 

gastrointestinal illnesses in 2008 (Davidson et al., 2011).  

Several European countries have successfully implemented Salmonella control programs 

on-farm and at slaughter to reduce human salmonellosis (Kranker et al., 2003; Merialdi et al., 

2008). These control programs typically dictate the intervention strategies implemented by 

classifying countries as either low prevalence or medium-high prevalence (EFSA, 2006). Low 

prevalence countries (Sweden, Finland, and Norway), adhere to a zero-tolerance policy with 

immediate intervention if Salmonella is detected and Salmonella-positive herds are embargoed 

until they repeatedly test negative at all points of the production chain (EFSA, 2006). Though no 

specific intervention is mandated in medium-high prevalence countries, interventions generally 

aim to reduce Salmonella through monitoring and targeted control measures, such as 

antimicrobials, feed additives, hygiene/farm management, and limiting the introduction of 

Salmonella carriers to the herd (EFSA, 2006). In Denmark, a medium prevalence country, a control 

program reduced human salmonellosis attributed to pork by over 85%, from 22% in 1993 to 3% 

in 2001 (Wegener et al., 2003). 

Salmonella is often shed by apparently healthy pigs, making Salmonella carrier detection 

on-farm one important aspect of control programs (Belœil et al., 2004; Sørensen et al., 2004). It is 

important to have reliable methods of diagnosing high-prevalence farms to evaluate and implement 
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effective control measures and lessen preharvest Salmonella (Bearson & Bearson, 2011). Although 

culturing and serology methods are frequently used to assess Salmonella prevalence at the pig and 

farm level, most studies have tested pigs at only one point in time. Yet, longitudinal studies 

demonstrate significant temporal variation in Salmonella prevalence and serotype distribution 

(Bolton et al., 2013; Pires et al., 2013; Vigo et al., 2009; Merialdi et al., 2008; Nollet et al., 2005; 

Belœil et al., 2003; Kranker et al., 2003), necessitating repeated testing of pigs over time to detect 

Salmonella carriers at different production stages and identify high-risk farms (Kranker et al., 

2003). This study was performed under the epidemiological Salmonella situation existing in 

Ontario, Canada where there is currently no zero-tolerance policy in place for Salmonella 

infections in swine production. This study investigated the association of Salmonella antibody 

responses from weaning to market in pigs on commercial farms with Salmonella shedding and 

isolation from tissue samples collected at slaughter. 

2.3 Materials and methods 

Animal use was approved by the University of Guelph’s Animal Care Committee. 

2.3.1 Study design and pig selection 

Farm and pig selection has been described previously (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018a). 

Briefly, fourteen groups of pigs from eight farrowing sources in Ontario, Canada (total = 796 pigs) 

were followed from birth until slaughter; except one group followed only to the end of the grower 

stage. From six farrowing sources, two cohorts (Cohort One and Two) were included in the study, 

while only one cohort (Cohort One) was included from the other two sources. Cohort One pigs 

were born between May and August, and Cohort Two pigs were born between October and 

January. All sources employed off-site nursery and off-site finishing, except one, which was 

farrow-to-finish for Cohort One and off-site finisher for Cohort Two. For each group, 54-60 piglets 

were selected from 8-10 sows within 24-96 hours after birth and identified by ear-tags. As part of 

a larger study, pigs received either a conventional diet (high complexity) or a plant-based diet (low 

complexity) during the nursery stage. 
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2.3.2 Sample collection 

Blood and fecal samples were collected from pigs at weaning, and at the end of the nursery, 

grower, and finisher stages from pigs in all 14 groups, except one group where samples were not 

collected at the end of the finisher stage. Fecal samples from the crate floor and rectal swabs were 

collected from sows in Cohort Two only. Blood samples collected from either jugular or suborbital 

veins were centrifuged at 1500 x g for 20 minutes, and sera were stored at -20 °C. Fecal samples 

were collected in sterile bags with a rectal swab taken if feces could not be obtained.  

Once pigs reached market weight they were shipped ~30-120 km to the abattoir. Palatine 

tonsils and/or submandibular lymph nodes were collected from 580 pigs during processing. 

2.3.3 Salmonella antibody detection 

Salmonella IgG antibody levels in sera were assessed using an enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA; pigtype® Salmonella Ab kit, QIAGEN Leipzig GmbH, Leipzig, 

Germany). Plates were coated with Salmonella LPS antigens (O-antigens 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 

12) capable of binding antibodies to most pig and human-infecting serovars. The ELISA was 

performed as per the manufacturer’s instructions. A sample-to-positive (S/P) ratio, was calculated 

as follows:  

S P⁄  =  
ODsample −  Mean ODnegative control

Mean ODpositive control −Mean ODnegative control
 

A sample was considered seropositive if the S/P ratio ≥0.3.  

2.3.4 Salmonella isolation 

Fecal and tissue samples were cultured for Salmonella as described previously (Ainslie-

Garcia et al., 2018a). Briefly, 10 g of sample was homogenized in 50 ml tetrathionate broth (TTB; 

Oxoid, Nepean, Ontario, Canada) and incubated at 37 °C overnight. Then, 100 µl of the TTB 

culture was transferred into 9.9 ml Rappaport Vassiliadis (RV) broth (Oxoid, Nepean, Ontario, 

Canada), incubated for 24 hours at 42 °C, then a loopful of RV culture was plated on xylose-lysine-

tergitol 4 agar (XLT4; Becton Dickinson™, Baltimore, Maryland, USA) and incubated at 37 °C 
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for 24-72 hours. Suspected Salmonella colonies were tested by slide agglutination using 

Salmonella O Antiserum Poly A-I and Vi (Becton Dickinson™, Grayson, Georgia, USA). 

2.3.5 Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was distributed to participating producers to obtain data on the production 

operation (type and size), pig health (history of all vaccinations and pathogen outbreaks), genetic 

suppliers, feed (feed type, and in-feed additives), as well as farm management practices 

(biosecurity, pig flow, and density). 

2.3.6 Data analysis 

Data were cleaned in Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, USA), and imported into 

Stata (Stata/IC 14.2 for Windows, StataCorp LP, Texas, USA) for analysis.  

A mixed-effects multi-level logistic regression method with farm, sow, and pig as random 

effects was used to determine the association between seropositivity over the entire production 

period and Salmonella shedding and Salmonella isolation from tissues at slaughter. A separate 

mixed-effects multi-level logistic regression method with farm and sow as random effects was also 

used to compare Salmonella seropositivity at different stages of production. The inclusion of 

random effects in the model allowed for control of the variation at the farm, litter, and pig (repeated 

measurement) level. The independent variables of interest considered were Salmonella shedding 

(yes/no) and presence of Salmonella in slaughter tissue samples (yes/no). Other independent 

variables assessed included: type of farm (open/closed), room flow (all-in-all-out/continuous), 

number of pigs and stocking densities in nursery and finisher barns, feed type (pellet, mash, liquid, 

wet/dry), dietary zinc levels (low = 250 ppm, medium = 2500 ppm for one week, high = 2500 ppm 

for three weeks or 4000 ppm for one week), antibiotics in-feed (yes/no), nursery diet (high/low 

complexity), Cohort (One/Two), sex, and age, weight, and season during sample collection. Some 

sow (litter) variables assessed were litter size, parity, and number of stillbirths and mummified 

fetuses within a litter. 

For Cohort Two groups, a mixed-effects multi-level logistic regression method with farm 

and sow as random effects was used to assess associations between pig seropositivity at weaning 

with sow Salmonella shedding. 
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All independent variables were screened by univariable analysis and variables with p < 0.2 

were included in multivariable analysis. Models were built using a manual forward stepwise 

approach. The statistical significance of variables was assessed using a likelihood ratio test, and 

significant variables (p < 0.05) were included in the final model. A Pearson correlation coefficient 

was used to determine co-linearity between independent variables. Variables that altered the main 

effect by 15% or more were considered confounding. Interaction terms between variables were 

created and included in the final model if significant. 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Salmonella antibody response and shedding 

In total, 2717 serum and 3339 fecal samples were collected from pigs at different stages of 

production, of which 20.7% (562) of sera had S/P ratios >0.3 (seropositive) and 12.6% (421) of 

fecal samples were culture positive for Salmonella. Salmonella seropositivity and Salmonella 

shedding prevalence was 68.5% (67/111) and 4.9% (20/409) within 1-4 days of birth, 20.3% 

(143/704) and 10.5% (82/784) at weaning, 5.8% (41/712) and 12.6% (94/747) at the end of the 

nursery, 15.9% (106/665) and 12.3% (90/730) at end of grower, and 37.3% (196/525) and 20.2% 

(135/669) at end of finisher stage, respectively (Figure 2.1). The S/P ratio results are shown in 

Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 1. 

Of 347 pigs tested four times for Salmonella seropositivity and shedding (weaning, end of 

nursery, grower, and finisher stages), 33.7% of pigs were never seropositive nor shed Salmonella 

during production. Salmonella seropositivity profiles for pigs tested four times are shown in Table 

2.1. When observing trends seropositivity, 45.0% of pigs were seronegative throughout 

production, with an additional 22.2% of pigs only testing seropositive at the end of the finisher 

stage (Table 2.1). Within cohort seronegativity ranged from 13-87%, with median and mean 

seronegativity at 45.3% and 46.2%, respectively. Distribution of seronegative pigs across all 

cohorts can be seen in Supplementary Figure 2. Salmonella seropositivity at different stages of 

production on different farms is shown in Table 2.2. Overall, seropositivity ranged from 2.5% to 

34.9% (Table 2.2). Shedding was detected at least once in 25.0% (39/156) of seronegative pigs, in 

21.1% (8/38) of pigs seropositive only at weaning, and in 59.7% (46/77) of pigs seropositive at 
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the end of the finisher stage only. Salmonella seropositivity and shedding at each stage of 

production are shown in Table 2.3.  

2.4.2 Antibody response and Salmonella at slaughter 

At least one tissue sample was obtained from each of 580 pigs at slaughter (445 lymph 

nodes, 567 tonsils), and Salmonella was isolated from at least one tissue type in 23.1% (134) of 

pigs (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018a). Prevalence of Salmonella isolated at slaughter in individual 

farms is shown in Supplementary Table 2. Of pigs tested at slaughter, 316 were tested four times 

on-farm for seropositivity (Table 2.4). Of 70 pigs positive for isolation of Salmonella at slaughter, 

35.7% were seronegative at each sample point and 28.6% tested seropositive only at the end of the 

finisher stage. In 246 pigs negative for Salmonella at slaughter, 50.8% were seronegative at four 

stages while 19.1% tested seropositive only at the end of the finisher stage. Additionally, 30 pigs 

negative at slaughter were seropositive at the end of the finisher stage yet never shed during 

production. 

2.4.3 Multivariable analysis 

In the univariable analysis, the variables considered for inclusion in the multivariable 

analysis were Salmonella shedding and age of pig at sampling. Diet complexity was not associated 

with Salmonella antibody response in the univariable analysis. Of the fourteen groups in the study, 

only one farrow-to-finish farm was antibiotic free; however, antibiotic use was not significant in 

the univariable analysis and thus not included in the multivariable analysis. Pigs shedding 

Salmonella [OR = 1.8, 95% CI (1.1, 2.9), p = 0.018] and older pigs [OR = 1.1, 95% CI (1.1, 1.2), 

p < 0.001] were more likely to be seropositive. In particular, pigs at the end of the finisher stage 

were more likely to be seropositive than pigs at weaning, and at the end of the nursery and grower 

stages (p < 0.001) (Table 2.5). However, pigs at weaning were more likely to be seropositive than 

pigs at the end of the nursery stage [OR = 4.1, 95% CI (2.4, 7.0), p < 0.001]. The variation in 

Salmonella seropositivity due to farm and pig (repeated measurement) was 28.9% and 71.1% of 

total variation in the model, respectively. 

Salmonella was isolated from rectal swabs collected from 5.6% (20/360) of lactating sows 

tested in the Cohort Two groups. However, Salmonella shedding in sows during farrowing was 

not significantly associated with pig antibody response or shedding at weaning. There was no 
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association between the presence of Salmonella in tissue samples collected at slaughter and 

seropositivity tested at farm. 

2.5 Discussion 

This study aimed to investigate Salmonella status in pigs at different stages of production 

and its association with isolation of Salmonella from tissues collected at slaughter. Longitudinal 

studies of Salmonella prevalence have been done previously in different countries (Bolton et al., 

2013; Vigo et al., 2009; Merialdi et al., 2008; Rajić et al., 2007; Kranker et al., 2003). However, 

to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study looking at Salmonella antibody response and 

shedding at multiple points from weaning to end of finisher on commercial farms in Canada and 

its association with Salmonella in tissues at slaughter. The findings of the current study indicate 

that early-life and post-transport are high-risk periods for the transmission of Salmonella and 

should be the focus of interventions to reduce prevalence of Salmonella at slaughter. Furthermore, 

future research on farm-specific factors impacting seroprevalence may help in the implementation 

of serological monitoring and control programs. 

High prevalence of seropositivity in pigs at weaning is likely related to maternal antibodies 

naturally absorbed via the sow’s colostrum (Haye & Kornegay, 1979). However, although only 

5% of sows in this study were shedding Salmonella, they might have developed antibody responses 

due to exposure to Salmonella during their lifetime. No pigs or sows in the current study were 

vaccinated against Salmonella. Thus, declining seropositivity from weaning to nursery indicated 

pigs were losing maternal immunity and becoming increasingly susceptible to infection. Suckling 

pigs from sows with high antibody titres, either natural or due to immunization, have been shown 

to have higher antibody titres and improved resistance when challenged with Salmonella 

(Matiasovic et al., 2013; Roesler et al., 2006), suggesting vaccination of breeding sows may be a 

viable method of controlling Salmonella in offspring (Wales & Davies, 2017; Hur et al., 2011; Hur 

& Lee, 2010; Roesler et al., 2006). In conjunction with good hygiene and biosecurity, vaccination 

of sows and/or young pigs may improve Salmonella control on-farm by limiting vertical 

transmission and promoting lasting protective immunity, particularly in nursery pigs (Wales & 

Davies, 2017; Roesler et al., 2006). 
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Newly-weaned pigs are particularly vulnerable due to the loss of lactogenic immunity and 

minimal development of the pigs’ own immune responses (Stokes et al., 2004; Kranker et al., 

2003). Furthermore, pigs infected in the nursery, or increased susceptibility and transmission of 

Salmonella due to the stress of relocation and comingling at the start of the grower-finisher stage, 

may account for the peak in seropositivity in late production (Terreni et al., 2004). In this study, 

all groups except one were from multi-site production units where pigs were transported to off-

site nursery and finisher barns. This may partly explain the increase in Salmonella seropositivity 

from weaning to finishing. In this study, subclinical carriers and intermittent shedders in the herd 

and/or movement of pigs were likely the main contributors to the continued rise in seroprevalence 

until marketing. Transport between sites is highly stressful and a significant risk factor for 

preharvest Salmonella transmission as carrier pigs often begin shedding Salmonella, increasing 

the infection risk for pigs within the same truck or pen (Simons et al., 2016; Fosse et al., 2009). 

Stress from transport to off-site finisher barns, the comingling of pigs which may have brought 

infections from nursery barns, and/or exposure to pre-existing Salmonella within the finisher site 

may have contributed to the rising levels seropositivity observed by the end of the finisher stage. 

This would likely not be observed in farrow-to-finish operations that often report earlier peaks in 

Salmonella seroprevalence in the grow-finisher stage (Funk et al., 2005; Kranker et al., 2003). 

Improving preventative measures at known times of stress may reduce transmission of Salmonella. 

This may include improving management of pig flow or stocking density (Funk & Gebreyes, 

2004), sanitization during transportation (Mannion et al., 2007), and sanitation at slaughter (Walia 

et al., 2017; Delhalle et al., 2008). 

Although this study was not designed for risk factor analysis, farm information was 

collected by a questionnaire and included in univariable and multivariable data analysis to control 

for differences in management practices among participating farms. Further, farm was included as 

a random effect to take into account between-farm variation in Salmonella antibody responses in 

pigs on different farms. The introduction of Salmonella infected gilts in to the herd has been 

reported as a risk factor for Salmonella on pig farms (Andres & Davies, 2015). However, this was 

not assessed in the present study as all except one farm were off-site nursery and/or off-site grow-

finisher operations. Pigs may be exposed and develop immunity to serotypes present on farm and 

in the environment, however introduction of gilts from infected herds may also bring new 
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serotypes (Andres & Davies, 2015; Weigel, 2005). The introduction of weaners or grower pigs to 

farms in this study might account for some of the rise in seropositivity and shedding observed in 

later production stages due to exposure to new serotypes. In the current study, the feed was not 

tested for Salmonella; however, feed may be another major factor through which Salmonella may 

be introduced to swine farms. Feed can become contaminated at any point during manufacturing, 

transport, storage, or distribution (De Busser et al., 2013) and may introduce new serotypes and 

increase the burden of Salmonella on-farm. Furthermore, many studies have found that Salmonella 

prevalence is significantly increased when feed is pelleted, likely due to incomplete heat killing 

during pelleting and a decrease in stomach acidity favouring the survival of Salmonella (Vico & 

Mainar-Jaime, 2012; Farzan et al., 2006; Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004). As food safety improvement 

is the ultimate goal, focusing on low prevalence farms may help identify effective interventions, 

accordingly. In addition, pigs that never shed during production and were negative for Salmonella 

at slaughter may help to select for pig genetics associated with improved disease resistance (Guy 

et al., 2012; Crawley et al., 2005).  

In the current study, no association was observed between on-farm Salmonella 

seropositivity and Salmonella isolation from tissues at slaughter. This highlights the limitations of 

a strictly farm serological approach to predict Salmonella status at slaughter. One explanation is 

that it is possible that pigs with no previous exposure to Salmonella become infected near the end 

of the finishing period or during transport or lairage prior to slaughter (Berends et al., 1996). Also, 

pigs might have been infected with serotypes not detectable by the ELISA used in this study. The 

ELISA was used in the current study could determine antibody response to serotypes of group B, 

C, D, and E which have been reported as the most frequent serogroups on Ontario swine farms 

identified previously by culture (Farzan et al., 2008a). However, the isolates in the current study 

were not serotyped and it is possible that pigs infected with serotypes belong to other serogroups. 

Periodic serotyping of farm isolates would be beneficial in validating the chosen ELISA used for 

Salmonella antibody detection and ensuring its efficacy in identifying local serotypes over time. 

In the current study, pigs shedding Salmonella on farm were more likely become 

seropositive. However, the use of Salmonella detection via culture, serology, or a combination of 

the two has long been debated in monitoring and surveillance programs both on-farm and at 

slaughter. As such, the method of Salmonella detection must be selected and interpreted with 
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caution at the individual level (Mainar-Jaime et al., 2018). Culturing can confirm active 

Salmonella infections and the isolate can be used for further analysis including serotyping, phage-

typing, and antimicrobial resistance testing. As such, it is predominately used in monitoring 

programs in low prevalence countries. However, it requires several sub-culturing steps, may miss 

intermittent shedders, and sensitivity may vary based on sample type (i.e. swab, feces, or tissue) 

and is not ideal for widespread testing (San Román et al., 2018; Ivanek et al., 2012; Vico et al., 

2011; Fosse et al., 2009). Conversely, serology offers a rapid, high volume method of testing pigs 

for Salmonella antibodies. As serology tests exposure, it can identify the past infection but cannot 

distinguish most recent infections and thus may overestimate Salmonella prevalence if antibodies 

remain from previously cleared infections. Conversely, it may underestimate prevalence if pigs 

exhibit a weak antibody response or fail to seroconvert (Andres & Davies, 2015; Barron et al., 

2009). These limitations indicate that testing limited sample sizes and/or at only one time-point is 

a poor assessment of Salmonella prevalence regardless of detection method (San Román et al., 

2018; Rajić et al., 2007) and highlight the value of continuous monitoring on-farm. Serological 

surveillance is currently used in most monitoring programs in medium-high prevalence countries 

to assess the level of exposure and risk of Salmonella (Vico & Mainar-Jaime, 2012; EFSA, 2010; 

Kranker et al., 2003; Wegener et al., 2003); however, its efficacy as a monitoring tool in Canada 

remains unknown.  

Serological monitoring of Salmonella on-farm may provide insight on herd infection 

dynamics and prompt interventions to improve public health (van der Wolf et al., 2001). Similarly, 

identifying high-risk or high-prevalence finisher farms may be useful in determining the level of 

precaution that needs to be taken on-farm and during the transport and processing of pigs. 

Following the lead of monitoring programs seen in Europe, serological detection in combination 

with farm-specific interventions may help control Salmonella levels on Canadian swine farms and 

reduce transmission to humans. 

2.6 Conclusion 

The Salmonella prevalence observed at different production stages in this study sheds light 

on infection dynamics in the herd and highlights the variability between farms and production 

stages. Pigs shedding Salmonella were more likely to test seropositive, however on-farm 
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seropositivity was not associated with slaughter. Regardless, the increased prevalence of 

Salmonella seropositivity in pigs close to marketing poses a significant food safety concern. 

Declining seropositivity towards the post-weaning period indicates preventive measures, such as 

vaccination programs, put in place for sows and/or young pigs, may provide early life protection 

and reduce prevalence in nursery and finisher pigs. Lastly, the observation that some pigs were 

negative for Salmonella shedding and antibody response on-farm but positive at slaughter 

emphasizes the need for control measures during transportation of pigs from the farm and during 

lairage. 
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2.8 Tables and figures 

 

Figure 2.1. Proportions of pigs testing positive for Salmonella at different production stages.  

Samples were collected from pigs across 14 cohorts originating from 8 farrowing sources. Sera collected from 791 pigs were analyzed for Salmonella antibodies 

via indirect LPS-ELISA. Fecal samples from 793 pigs and tissue samples collected from 580 pigs at slaughter were cultured for Salmonella. 
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Table 2.1. Seropositivity profiles in 347 pigs tested four times from weaning up to end of finisher stage as tested by 

ELISA. 

 Stage of production (age in days) 

Number (%) of 

pigs  

At weaning  

(19-33) 

End of nursery 

(52-70) 

End of grower 

(96-115) 

End of finisher 

(130-159) 

3 (0.9)     

2 (0.6)     

1 (0.3)     

3 (0.9)     

3 (0.9)     

15 (4.3)     

38 (11.0)     

9 (2.6)     

2 (0.6)     

2 (0.6)     

3 (0.9)     

14 (4.0)     

19 (5.5)     

77 (22.2)     

156 (45.0)     

347 (100.0)   

  

Legend: ▬ seropositive   seronegative 

Pigs were tested four times over production and grouped into a specific profile based on the pattern of 

seropositivity.  
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Table 2.2. Salmonella seropositivity across eight farms from weaning to end of finisher stage as tested by ELISA. 

Farm Number (%) of seropositive pigs  

 At weaning End of nursery End of grower End of finisher Total 

1 29 (32.2) 3 (2.9) 17 (17.2) 35 (42.7) 84 (22.3) 

2⸹ 1 (1.9) 0 (0.0) 3 (5.8) Not tested 4 (2.5) 

3 17 (18.3) 33 (31.7) 35 (35.0) 51 (54.8) 136 (34.9) 

4 13 (12.5) 1 (1.1) 17 (17.9) 83 (88.3) 114 (29.6) 

5 15 (13.6) 0 (0.0) 9 (10.0) 4 (5.9) 28 (7.5) 

6 29 (27.1) 1 (1.0) 5 (5.0) 9 (11.1) 44 (11.3) 

7⸹ 25 (54.4) 3 (7.3) 13 (29.6) 10 (40.0) 51 (32.7) 

8 14 (13.9) 0 (0.0) 7 (8.2) 4 (4.9) 25 (6.7) 

Total 143 (20.3) 41 (5.8) 106 (15.9) 196 (37.3) 486 (18.6) 

⸹Data collected from Cohort One (pigs born between May and August) only.  
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Table 2.3. On-farm Salmonella seropositivity and shedding in 347 pigs tested four times from weaning to end of finisher stage by both ELISA and culture. 

S
a

lm
o

n
ella

 sh
ed

d
in

g
  

 
Seropositivity 

At weaning End of nursery End of grower End of finisher Total 

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Yes 
13 

(28.3) 

33 

(71.7) 

7 

(14.3) 

42 

(85.7) 

12 

(27.3) 

32 

(72.7) 

46 

(63.0) 

27 

(37.0) 

78  

(36.8) 

134  

(63.2) 

No 
52 

(17.3) 

249  

(82.7) 

15 

(5.0) 

283  

(95.0) 

43 

(14.2) 

260 

(85.8) 

77 

(28.1) 

197 

(71.9) 

187 

(15.9) 

989 

(84.1) 

All data presented as number of pigs with percent in parentheses. 
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Table 2.4. On-farm Salmonella seropositivity by production stage and isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter in 316 pigs tested four times on-farm and 

at slaughter. 

S
a

lm
o

n
ella

 iso
la

tio
n

 a
t 

sla
u

g
h

te
r  

 
Seropositivity 

At weaning End of nursery End of grower End of finisher Total 

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Yes 
9 

(14.8) 

52 

(85.3) 

4 

(6.6) 

57 

(93.4) 

12 

(19.7) 

49 

(80.3) 

29 

(47.5) 

32 

(52.5) 

54 

(22.1) 

190 

(77.9) 

No 
47 

(20.9) 

178 

(79.1) 

11 

(4.9) 

214 

(95.1) 

29 

(12.9) 

196 

(87.1) 

67 

(29.8) 

158 

(70.2) 

168 

(18.2) 

756 

(81.8) 

All data presented as number of pigs with percent in parentheses. 
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Table 2.5. Multivariable analysis of Salmonella seropositivity at different stages of production in 347 pigs tested 

four times by both ELISA and culture from weaning to end of finisher stage. 

Parameter  Odds ratio 
Standard 

error 

95% 

Confidence 

interval 

p-value 

Shedding No Referent - - - 

 Yes 
1.86 0.39 1.23, 2.81 0.003 

  

Stage of production Weaning 0.38 0.07 0.26, 0.56 <0.001 

 End of nursery 0.09 0.02 0.05, 0.16 <0.001 

 End of grower 0.29 0.06 0.20, 0.44 <0.001 

 End of finisher Referent - - - 
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CHAPTER 3: IDENTIFICATION OF SINGLE-NUCLEOTIDE VARIANTS 

RELATED TO SALMONELLA ANTIBODY RESPONSE, SHEDDING, AND 

ISOLATION AT SLAUGHTER IN SWINE USING A GENOME-WIDE 

ASSOCIATION STUDY APPROACH 

3.1 Abstract 

Salmonella spp. are a major cause of foodborne illness and have a substantial impact on 

global human health. In Canada, Salmonella is commonly found on swine farms and the 

ineffectiveness of antibiotics against Salmonella has promoted research into alternative control 

methods, including selecting for pig genotypes associated with resistance to Salmonella. This 

study aimed to identify single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) associated with Salmonella antibody 

responses from end of nursery to end of finisher, Salmonella shedding from weaning to end of 

finisher, and isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter using a genome-wide association 

study (GWAS) approach. Fourteen groups of pigs were selected from eight farrowing sources 

(total = 809 pigs). Blood/fecal samples were collected at weaning, and at the end of the nursery, 

grower, and finisher stages. Palatine tonsils and submandibular lymph nodes were collected from 

a subset of pigs (580) at slaughter. Sera were analyzed for Salmonella IgG antibodies by ELISA 

and fecal/tissue samples were cultured for Salmonella. DNA was extracted from tails, ear tissue, 

or blood and genotyped using a custom-designed 54K Affymetrix chip, and a logistic mixed model 

was used for GWAS analysis. Overall, 32.3% of pigs were seropositive at least once from end of 

nursery to end of finisher, 34.2% of pigs shed at least once from weaning to end of finisher, and 

Salmonella was isolated from 21.6% of pigs at slaughter. A variant in the PTPRJ gene (p = 6.6 × 

10-6) and a variant near the gene ST6GALNAC3 (p = 9.9 × 10-6) had a suggestive association with 

Salmonella shedding. Three variants nearest to the gene DCDC2C (p = 1.6 × 10-6, 3.7 × 10-6, 8.6 

× 10-6, respectively) were associated with isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter and 

three variants near the AKAP12 gene (p = 2.0 × 10-5, 3.1 × 10-5, 3.6 × 10-5, respectively) were 

approaching a suggestive association at slaughter. A variant in the RALGAPA2 gene was 

approaching significance for the seropositivity trait (p = 7.6 × 10-5). The variants identified herein 

may offer insight into the genetic basis of susceptibility to Salmonella in pigs. Further investigation 

could be useful in selection of hosts with improved resistance to Salmonella, benefiting on-farm 

control efforts and public health. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Salmonella spp. are one of the leading causative agents of foodborne illness in Canada and 

have a substantial impact on global human health (Pires et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2013; Majowicz 

et al., 2010). It is estimated that 1 in 8 Canadians are affected by foodborne illness annually 

(Thomas et al., 2013). While human salmonellosis is most frequently attributed to eggs and 

poultry, swine are also a notable source of Salmonella (EFSA, 2015; Jackson et al., 2013; Nesbitt 

et al., 2012; Ravel et al., 2009). In Canada, swine farm positivity estimates for Salmonella range 

from 46% in Ontario finisher farms (Farzan et al., 2008a), to 27-58% of Alberta finishing farms 

(Rajić et al., 2005), to 71% of Québec farms of differing production stages (with 22% of finishing 

units for gilts testing positive) (Letellier et al., 1999). Pigs are often carriers of Salmonella and 

may shed intermittently with no clinical signs, which plays a significant role in on-farm 

transmission of Salmonella (Vigo et al., 2009). Traditionally, control measures on-farm have 

included antibiotics, vaccination, culling of infected animals, sanitation, and biosecurity (Zhao et 

al., 2012; Hotes et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2009; Doyle & Erickson, 2006). However, not all control 

measures are profitable or feasible for producers to implement and rising concerns of antimicrobial 

resistance and chemical usage on-farm have prompted research into alternative methods of control. 

Breeding for desired production traits is an established practice in the swine industry, with 

improvements seen in growth performance, feed efficiency, fertility, and meat quality. However, 

until recently, this selection has largely ignored the resulting impact on stress and disease 

susceptibility (Prunier et al., 2010).  

Variation in disease severity and the diversity of immune responses in individuals and 

breeding lines has been well documented (Davies et al., 2009; van Diemen et al., 2002; Edfors-

Lilja et al., 1994; Mallard et al., 1992; Buschmann et al., 1985). Assessing immune traits 

individually (for example; cytokine production, leukocyte proliferation, and serum levels of IgG 

or acute phase proteins) or classifying animals into immune phenotypes based on several immune 

traits (high (HIR) and low (LIR) immune responders) are two strategies to increase general 

resistance to infectious disease (Clapperton et al., 2009; Skjolaas et al., 2006; Crawley et al., 2005; 

Mallard et al., 1992). A study by van Diemen et al. (2002), assessed the variation in inherited 

immune traits between breeding lines and determined that piglets with improved recruitment and 

function of polymorphonuclear neutrophils but a lower antibody response were more resistant to 
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Salmonella. As such, it may be possible to select from breeding lines with more robust immune 

response phenotypes to promote broad immunity in offspring. 

In addition to phenotype selection, many studies in recent years have identified associations 

of several single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), candidate genes, and chromosomal regions with 

susceptibility to Salmonella. Differential expression of several immune genes has been 

demonstrated between persistent shedders (PS) and low shedders (LS) (Huang et al., 2011; Uthe 

et al., 2011) and chromosomal regions have also been associated with Salmonella counts in the 

liver (regions on chromosomes 1, 7, and 14) and spleen (regions on chromosomes 11, 13, and 18) 

(Galina-Pantoja et al., 2009). Candidate gene studies have also identified SNVs in pathogen 

recognition receptors (PRRs), including toll-like receptors (TLR) involved in pathogen 

recognition. A study by Kich et al. (2014) identified 13 SNVs in TLR4 associated with Salmonella 

fecal shedding. SNVs associated with attenuated responses to Salmonella Choleraesuis have been 

found in TLR2 and TLR5 (Shinkai et al., 2011), and Burkey et al. (2007) demonstrated that TLR5 

and TLR9 were upregulated in response to S. Choleraesuis and S. Typhimurium though the 

association with susceptibility remains unclear. Similarly, SNVs in mannan-binding lectin (MBL) 

1 and 2, involved in complement activation and phagocytic killing, have been found at higher 

frequencies in diseased populations, including those infected with S. Typhimurium (Keirstead et 

al., 2011). A candidate gene study of the pig population assessed in the current study was 

performed by Ainslie-Garcia et al. (2018a). They identified one SNV in the gene MBL1, which 

encodes the collagenous lectin mannan-binding lectin A (MBL-A), that was associated with 

increased shedding of Salmonella from 1 to 4 days of age to the finisher period. A second SNV in 

the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 1 (NOD1) gene was associated 

with the positive isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018a).  

Further study into these candidate genes and chromosomal regions may give insight into 

why some pigs become persistent shedders while others become carriers and shows promise in 

breeding for resistance to Salmonella. However, despite the advancements in recent years, many 

of the immune response interactions and signalling pathways remain unknown. This highlights the 

drawback of targeted candidate gene approaches, like those mentioned above, which require prior 

knowledge of the genes and their functions or the pathways influencing the desired traits. As 

genome-wide association study (GWAS) becomes more feasible, we can potentially identify novel 
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variants associated with resistance to Salmonella across the entire genome (Zhou & Stephens, 

2012). The current study aimed to identify SNVs associated with Salmonella antibody response 

from the end of nursery to market, Salmonella shedding from weaning to market, and isolation of 

Salmonella from tissues at slaughter in commercial pigs using a GWAS approach.  

3.3 Materials and methods 

Animal use in this project was approved by the University of Guelph Animal Care 

Committee. 

3.3.1 Animals and sample collection 

A total of 809 pigs (three-way Yorkshire x Landrace x terminal boar line cross) were 

included in the study. Farm and pig selection have been described in detail previously (Ainslie-

Garcia et al., 2018b). In brief, 14 groups of 54-60 pigs were selected from 8 farrowing sources in 

Southern Ontario. Two groups were selected from six farrowing sources (designated Cohorts One 

and Two), while the remaining two farrowing sources had only one group each (Cohort One) for 

a total of 14 groups. As part of a larger study, during the nursery stage, pigs received either a 

conventional diet (high complexity) or a lower-cost reduced animal protein diet (low complexity) 

in which animal protein was replaced by plant protein. All pigs received conventional diets during 

grower-finisher stage. A questionnaire was distributed to producers to obtain information on farm 

biosecurity, management practices, genetic suppliers, health history of the farm, as well as pig 

(age, weight, etc.) and sow (parity, Salmonella status, etc.) information. 

Blood and fecal samples were collected at weaning, and at the end of the nursery, grower 

and finisher stages, except in one group that was not sampled at the end of the finisher stage. If a 

fecal sample could not be obtained, a rectal swab (Starplex®, VWR International, Mississauga, 

Ontario, Canada) was taken. Blood was drawn from the jugular or suborbital vein and centrifuged 

at 1500 x g for 20 min. Sera were separated and stored at -20 °C. Once pigs reached market-weight 

they were shipped to the abattoir for processing. Palatine tonsils and submandibular lymph nodes 

were also collected from a subset of 580 pigs at slaughter. 

 Blood and fecal samples were collected at weaning, and at the end of the nursery, grower 

and finisher stages, except one group that was not sampled at the end of finisher. If a fecal sample 
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could not be obtained, a rectal swab (Starplex®, VWR International, Mississauga, Ontario, 

Canada) was taken. Blood was drawn from the jugular or suborbital vein and centrifuged at 1500 

x g for 20 minutes. Sera were separated and stored at -20 °C. Once pigs reached market-weight 

they were shipped to the abattoir for processing. Palatine tonsils and submandibular lymph nodes 

were collected from a subset of 580 pigs at slaughter. 

3.3.2 Salmonella antibody detection 

Sera from each visit were tested for IgG antibodies to Salmonella O-antigens 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 

9, 10, and 12 (serogroups B, C, D, and E) via an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA; 

pigtype® Salmonella Ab kit, QIAGEN Leipzig GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) as described previously 

(Schut et al 2018). The S/P ratios were calculated as follows:  

S P⁄  =  
ODsample −  Mean ODnegative control

Mean ODpositive control −Mean ODnegative control
 

A sample was considered seropositive if the sample-to-positive (S/P) ratio was greater or equal to 

0.3. 

3.3.3 Salmonella isolation 

 Fecal samples, rectal swabs, and tissues from each visit were cultured as described 

previously (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018b). In brief, 10 g of sample was homogenized in 10 mL of 

tetrathionate broth (Oxoid, Nepean, Ontario, Canada) and incubated at 37 °C for 24 h. Then, 0.1 

mL of culture was transferred into 9.9 mL Rappaport Vassiliadis (RV) broth (Oxoid, Nepean, 

Ontario, Canada) followed by a 24 h incubation at 42 °C. A loopful of RV culture was then streaked 

onto xylose-lysine-tergitol 4 (XLT4) agar (Becton Dickinson™, Baltimore, Maryland, USA) and 

incubated at 37 °C for 24 h. Suspected Salmonella colonies were confirmed by a Salmonella O 

Antiserum Poly A-I and Vi (Becton Dickinson™, Grayson, Georgia, USA) slide agglutination test.  

3.3.4 Salmonella phenotypes 

The following binary traits were defined for each pig: Salmonella seropositivity from end 

of nursery to end of finisher (never seropositive vs. seropositive once or more), Salmonella 

shedding from weaning to end of finisher (never shed vs. shed once or more), and positive isolation 
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of Salmonella from tonsils and/or lymph nodes at slaughter (yes/no). Seropositivity at weaning 

was excluded when categorizing pigs into binary traits due to the concern of maternal antibodies 

confounding the results in GWAS. 

3.3.5 Genotyping and quality control (QC) 

Tail dockings, ear tissue, or blood was collected, and DNA was extracted using the DNEasy 

Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, Ontario Canada) as described by Ainslie-Garcia et al. 

(2018a). DNA was stored at -20 °C until being sent to Eurofins BioDiagnostics, Inc. (River Falls, 

Wisconsin, USA) for genotyping using a custom 54K Affymetrix Axiom® myDesign™ chip 

designed in consultation with the Canadian Centre for Swine Improvement (Ottawa, Ontario, 

Canada). This chip contained SNVs of interest from several unrelated research groups, some of 

which had proprietary labels that precluded their identification in the genome. SNVs were removed 

if they could not be mapped to Sus scrofa chromosomes or if they had no corresponding rsID in 

Ensembl Sscrofa11.1. QC of SNVs was performed in PLINK v1.9 (Chang et al., 2015; Purcell et 

al., 2007). Pigs with SNV call rates of less than 90% were excluded and SNVs with a minor allele 

frequency lower than 5% or a call rate less than 95% were removed from further analysis. The 

SNV call rates were compared between cases and controls, and Fisher's exact test was used to 

exclude any SNV in which the missingness between a case and control was significantly different 

(p < 1.0 × 10-5).  

3.3.6 Genome-wide association study 

Covariates were selected for inclusion if significant (p < 0.05) in univariable analysis using 

a mixed-effects logistic regression model in Stata (Stata/IC 14.2 for Windows, StataCorp LP, 

Texas, USA) (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018b; Schut et al., 2018). For the seropositivity model, only 

farm was included as a covariate. Covariates included in the shedding model were diet and cohort, 

while covariates for the slaughter model were age, cohort, and season (Supplementary Table 3). A 

genomic relatedness matrix (GRM) was calculated in GEMMA v0.96 to account for population 

structure and the cryptic relatedness of the pigs as there were many siblings in the study population 

and no sire information (Zhou & Stephens, 2012; Weir et al., 2006; Voight & Pritchard, 2005). All 

association analyses were performed using a generalized logistic mixed model association test 

(GMMAT) for genome-wide analysis of case-control data as described by Chen et al. (2016) using 
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the GMMAT v0.9.3 package for R (Chen & Conomos, 2018; R Core Team, 2018). The logistic 

mixed model can be found in Appendix A. The covariates analyzed in Stata and the GRM created 

in GEMMA were included in the GMMAT analysis. The p-value threshold for suggestive and 

significant associations was 1.0 × 10-5 and 5.0 × 10-7, respectively (Burton et al., 2007). The Wald 

test was used for significance. Allele frequencies in case-control populations were calculated and 

significance was assessed using an allelic chi-squared (χ2) test in PLINK v1.9.  

3.4 Results 

The prevalence of Salmonella seropositivity and Salmonella shedding on-farm, as well as 

the prevalence of Salmonella in tissues collected at slaughter has been described previously 

(Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018b; Schut et al., 2018). Table 3.1 summarizes the prevalence of 

Salmonella at different stages of production. After QC filtering of the data, a set of 51 969 SNVs 

was retained for GWAS analysis from 786 pigs in the seropositivity and shedding models and 515 

pigs in the slaughter model. The demographics of positive and negative pigs for each trait are 

shown in Table 3.2. Of the pigs retained for inclusion in GWAS, 32.3% (254/786) of pigs were 

seropositive at least once from the end of the nursery stage to the end of the finisher stage, 34.2% 

(269/786) of pigs shed at least once from weaning to end of finisher, and 21.6% (111/515) of pigs 

tested positive for Salmonella at slaughter (Table 3.2). 

3.4.1 Genome-wide association study 

Manhattan plots and quantile-quantile plots for each trait are shown in Figure 3.1 and 

Figure 3.2, respectively. The average genomic inflation factors (λ) of the GWAS analyses were 

0.96, 1.00, and 1.01 for the seropositivity, shedding, and slaughter models, respectively, suggesting 

that the models had sufficiently accounted for relatedness and population structure without test 

statistic inflation (Pearson & Manolio, 2008). The allele frequencies between case and control pig 

populations for SNVs significant in GWAS analysis can be seen in Supplementary Table 4. 

In total, two SNVs had a suggestive association in GWAS analysis of the shedding trait. 

The first was an intron variant in the gene PTPRJ (p = 6.6 × 10-6) and the second was an intergenic 

variant located downstream of the gene ST6GALNAC3 (p = 9.9 × 10-6) (Table 3.3).  
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 Analysis of Salmonella isolation at slaughter indicated three intergenic SNVs downstream 

of the uncharacterized gene DCDC2C (p = 1.6 × 10-6, 3.7 × 10-6, 8.6 × 10-6, respectively) under 

the suggested association threshold of 5.0 × 10-5 but not under the more conservative significance 

threshold of 5.0 × 10-7. An additional three intergenic SNVs upstream of the gene AKAP12 (p = 

2.0 × 10-5, 3.1 × 10-5, 3.6 × 10-5, respectively) were approaching the suggested association 

threshold. An intron SNV located in AKAP12 was also observed in the top 15 SNVs (Table 3.4). 

For the seropositivity trait, no SNVs were under the suggestive association threshold of 5.0 

× 10-5. An intron variant trending towards a suggestive association (p = 7.6 × 10-5) was located 

within the RALGAPA2 gene. An additional three intron SNVs within RALGAPA2 were observed 

within the top 15 SNVs when ranked by significance (Table 3.5). 

3.5 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to identify potential SNVs associated with Salmonella antibody 

response from end of nursery to end of finisher, Salmonella shedding from weaning to end of 

finisher, and isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter in commercial pigs using a GWAS 

approach.  

GWAS is a useful tool for finding novel associations between genetic variants and disease 

susceptibility. The past decade has seen rapid technological developments in SNV arrays and 

computing capacity, increasing the potential number of markers on one chip into the millions and 

driving down costs (Visscher et al., 2017). However, disease susceptibility is a complex and 

multifactorial response and the association between a variant and a trait is not always 

straightforward. Regardless, it provides a good preliminary method of identifying potential 

variants and genes involved in disease susceptibility and may drive the future in breeding for 

genetic resistance. 

For the shedding trait, two SNVs had a suggestive association. The first variant was located 

in the gene PTPRJ, which encodes protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) receptor type J (PTPRJ, 

also known as CD148 and DEP-1), a type-III receptor found in many cell types but most highly 

expressed in macrophages (Dave et al., 2013). PTPs negatively regulate protein tyrosine kinases 

(PTKs) which are responsible for activating protein phosphorylation cascades involved in 
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pathogen recognition and clearance, and the subsequent resolution of inflammation (Hirayama et 

al., 2017; Gordon, 2012; Weiss, 2009; Shanley, 2002). PTPRJ is highly expressed in macrophages 

and macrophage rich tissues including the intestines (Dave et al., 2013). PTPRJ has been shown 

to negatively regulate cell proliferation and reduced PTPRJ expression has been implicated in 

several cancers (D’Agostino et al., 2018). However, PTPs are also involved in the differentiation 

and activation of B cells, the recruitment of neutrophils, and negatively regulate T cell receptor 

signalling (Dave et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2004; Lin & Weiss, 2003; Baker et al., 2001). As such, 

PTPRJ may have an impact on immune hyperresponsiveness and response to bacterial infections 

(Hendriks & Pulido, 2013; Zhu et al., 2011). PTPRJ and the receptor-like protein tyrosine 

phosphatase (RPTP, also known as CD45) are co-expressed in immune cells with some 

redundancy (Zhu et al., 2011). Double knockout studies on PTPRJ and RPTP-deficient mice 

showed severe impairment of B and myeloid cell development and immune signalling (Zhu et al., 

2008). However, when single knockout studies were performed, PTPRJ-deficient mice showed 

impairment of B cell development but a surprisingly significant increase in early neutrophil 

recruitment and rapid clearance of S. aureus in a challenge trial (Zhu et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2008). 

Interestingly, in the current study, the variant in PTPRJ was observed at a significantly 

higher frequency in the pigs that never shed Salmonella on-farm. If the variant is causing reduced 

expression of PTPRJ, it is possible that a resulting increase in early neutrophil recruitment would 

be efficiently clearing Salmonella in the control population, while RPTP acts as a backup to retain 

optimal B cell signalling and function. Further study into this PTPRJ variant, its effect on 

neutrophil recruitment, as well as its interplay with RPTP may offer promising insight into 

resistance to Salmonella. 

 The second variant associated with Salmonella shedding on-farm was located near the gene 

ST6 (α-N-acetylneuraminyl-2,-3-β-galactosyl-1,3)-N-acetylgalactosamine-α-2,6-sialyltransferase 

3 (ST6GALNAC3). ST6GALNAC3 is a member of the ST6GalNAc family of sialyltransferases 

involved in the transfer of sialic acids from CMP-sialic acid to O-glycans through an α2,6 linkage 

and the synthesis of the ganglioside GD1a (Wang et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015; Takashima & 

Tsuji, 2014). Host-derived sialic acids have been implicated in a variety of biological processes 

including self-recognition, cellular adhesion, proliferation, and signalling (Kim et al., 2016; Huang 

et al., 2015; Tsuchida et al., 2005; Vimr et al., 2004). ST6GALNAC3 has been observed to have 
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differential tissue-specific expression between species, however, its biological function in vivo has 

not been demonstrated (Takashima & Tsuji, 2014; Sjoberg et al., 1996). Glycans containing sialic 

acid moieties are abundant on the mucosal surface and many pathogens, including Salmonella, use 

these sialylated glycans as a nutrient source or as receptors for adhesion and invasion (Arabyan et 

al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015; Ng et al., 2013; Vimr et al., 2004). A study by Arabyan et al. (2016) 

determined that removal of the most abundant cell surface sialic acid (N-acetylneuraminic acid) 

from Caco-2 cells lead to a significant reduction in Salmonella attachment. They also observed 

that Salmonella employed the sialidase gene nanH as a key virulence factor for internalization 

(Arabyan et al., 2016). GD1a, synthesized by sialyltransferases including ST6GALNAC3, has also 

been implicated as a co-receptor for Salmonella flagellin (FliC) with TLR5 and involved in the 

induction of β-defensin-2 in Caco-2 Cells (Ogushi et al., 2004). 

Currently, little is known about the expression and function of ST6GALNAC3 in pigs, 

though one study indicated its potential impact on subcutaneous fat thickness (Lee et al., 2011). 

The variant observed in the current study was seen at a higher frequency in pigs that never shed 

Salmonella. It is possible that this variant may alter the abundance or conformation of host-derived 

sialylated glycans, thus changing the specificity at which Salmonella recognizes sialic acids and 

inhibiting the rate of Salmonella adherence or nutrient acquisition. However, further research is 

needed to assess the putative function of ST6GALNAC3 in pigs before its impact on Salmonella 

susceptibility can be fully understood. 

 Analysis of the isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter identified three variants 

nearest to the doublecortin domain containing 2C (DCDC2C) gene. However, this gene is 

approximately 400 kbp away, and is currently uncharacterized in pigs. In humans, DCDC2C 

variants have been associated with structural defects in cilia (Jumeau et al., 2017; Grati et al., 

2015). It is possible that structural defects in lymphoid tissues, including palatine tonsils, could 

make pigs more, or less susceptible to Salmonella invasion and intracellular proliferation. 

However, investigation is needed to characterize this protein in pigs, as well as the region 

surrounding these variants on chromosome three before drawing any definitive conclusions. 

Three variants near the gene encoding A-kinase anchor protein 12 (AKAP12, also known 

as Gravin and SSeCKs) were also approaching the suggestive association threshold for isolation 
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of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter. Additionally, a fourth intron variant in AKAP12 was 

observed within the top 15 significant SNVs. AKAPs are a family of scaffolding proteins and have 

been shown to recruit and anchor several protein kinases (PK), including PKA, PKB (also referred 

to as Akt), and PKC, that play a key role in signal transduction, cell cycle progression, cytokinesis, 

and tumor suppression (Jarrett et al., 2016; Finger et al., 2015; Radeva et al., 2014;  Gelman, 2010; 

Skroblin et al., 2010; Nijholt et al., 2008). AKAP12 is known to regulate the subcellular 

localization of PKA and play a role in Akt/PKB regulation (Gelman, 2010; Akakura et al., 2008). 

A deficiency or ablation of AKAP12 results in hyperactivation of Akt/PKB as well as the 

formation of stress fibres and cell flattening (Akakura & Gelman, 2012; Akakura et al., 2008). 

Salmonella is known to subvert host defenses and take advantage of host cell machinery to improve 

intracellular growth. Salmonella has been shown to activate the PKA signalling pathway, which is 

thought to play a significant role in the intracellular survival of Salmonella in macrophages through 

the reduction of reactive oxygen intermediates or the manipulation of motor proteins (Kashina et 

al., 2004; Uchiya & Nikai, 2004; Gallois et al., 2001). Akt/PKB activation has also been implicated 

in the intracellular survival of Salmonella (Kuijl et al., 2007). Studies using the PK inhibitor H-89 

showed intracellular growth inhibition of Salmonella, suggesting that PKA and PKB activation by 

Salmonella is a virulence strategy involved in intracellular survival (Kuijl et al., 2007; Uchiya et 

al., 2004). 

It is possible that the variants near the gene AKAP12 are reducing or inhibiting its normal 

function and preventing the subcellular localization and subsequent activation of PKA or PKB by 

Salmonella. This may be limiting the survival of Salmonella in host macrophages and preventing 

the systemic spread of Salmonella to lymphatic tissues, which may account for the significantly 

higher frequency of these variants in the control pigs that were negative for Salmonella in tissues 

collected at slaughter. Further research into the relationship between AKAP12, the PKA and PKB 

pathways, and Salmonella virulence genes may be of great interest to improving public health. 

However, given the distance between the significant slaughter-associated SNVs in our study and 

these genes, it is important to note that the borderline association may be related to linkage with a 

functional SNV in a different gene. 

While no SNVs were over the suggestive association threshold for the seropositivity trait, 

an intergenic SNV near the RALGAPA2 gene was approaching suggestive significance. 
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Additionally, two intergenic variants and one intron variant in the top 15 SNVs were also located 

near or in the RALGAPA2 gene making this gene of particular interest. RALGAPA2 encodes Ral 

GTPase-activating protein (RalGAP) catalytic alpha subunit 2 (α2), which combines with a 

common β subunit to form RalGAP2 (Saito et al., 2013; Shirakawa et al., 2009). RalGAPs are 

critical for negative regulation of Ral GTPases (RalA and RalB) involved in the Ras/Ral signalling 

pathway. Ral GTPases regulate crucial cellular processes including cell motility, proliferation, and 

survival, as well as mediation of cellular responses to infection and several immune signalling 

pathways (Moghadam et al., 2017; Bodemann et al., 2011; Cox & Der, 2010; Shirakawa et al., 

2009; Feig, 2003). RalGAPs increase the rate of GTP hydrolysis to deactivate Ral GTPases 

(Bodemann & White, 2014; Shirakawa et al., 2009). Functionally, RalB has been observed to have 

an antiapoptotic effect leading to the survival of tumor cells (Chien et al., 2006) as well as 

increasing the induction of autophagy, which in turn may increase inflammation (Wang et al., 

2018; Bodemann et al., 2011). Additionally, RalGAPα2 knockout studies in mice observed 

constitutive expression of Ral GTPases that promoted tumorigenesis in the lungs (Peschard et al., 

2012) and in bladder cells (Saito et al., 2013). Ablation of RalGAPα2 has also been associated 

with higher numbers of CD11b cells in colonic tissues, increased expression of inflammatory 

cytokines, and increased epithelial permeability (Minami et al., 2017).  

Considering the various roles of Ral GTPases in cellular processes, it is possible that 

variants resulting in reduced expression of RALGAPA2, and in turn, causing constitutive activation 

of Ral GTPases, may promote susceptibility to Salmonella. Firstly, by creating an inflammatory 

environment in which Salmonella is known to thrive (Diaz-Ochoa et al., 2016; Drumo et al., 2016; 

Chirullo et al., 2015), or secondly, by increasing autophagy and decreasing cell death potentially 

promoting the intracellular survival of Salmonella leading to chronic or persistent infection (Feng 

et al., 2018; Sarantis & Grinstein, 2012; Ibarra & Steele-Mortimer, 2009; Lindgren et al., 1996). 

Persistent survival of Salmonella in pigs may be causing higher levels of Salmonella antibodies 

during production, accounting for the several variants near or in the RALGAPA2 gene trending 

towards significance in the GWAS analysis of seropositivity. A candidate gene approach or a 

targeted study into the RALGAPA2 gene and its pathways may identify an association with 

Salmonella susceptibility that was missed at the genome-wide level. Additionally, one limitation 

of the chosen ELISA is that the pigs were tested for Salmonella IgG antibodies, but it is possible 
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that some pigs had only produced a preliminary IgM response. Further studies need to assess the 

presence of IgM antibodies and whether they may result in stronger associations between identified 

variants and Salmonella seropositivity. 

3.6 Conclusion 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first GWAS analysis assessing susceptibility to 

Salmonella in pigs. Overall, the variants associated with the studied Salmonella traits, were 

generally in genes involved in broad immunity, such as pathogen recognition and clearance, as 

well as mediation of inflammation. This is promising in breeding for resistance to multiple swine 

pathogens that pose issues on farms as an alternative method of control. Further investigation into 

the variants, genes, and pathways mentioned in this study may improve our understanding of the 

genetic basis of susceptibility and resistance to Salmonella in pigs. 
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3.8 Tables and figures 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Manhattan plots of the GWAS analysis for Salmonella seropositivity from end of nursery to end of 

finisher (A), Salmonella shedding from weaning to end of finisher (B), and Salmonella isolation from tissues at 

slaughter (C).  

The horizontal solid and dashed red lines indicate the genome-wide threshold for significant (p = 5.0 × 10-7) and 

suggestive (p = 1.0 × 10-5) associations, respectively (Burton et al., 2007). 
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Figure 3.2. Quantile-quantile plots for Salmonella seropositivity from end of nursery to end of finisher (A), 

Salmonella shedding from weaning to end of finisher (B), and Salmonella isolation from tissues at slaughter (C). 

λ = the average genomic inflation factor 
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Table 3.1. Salmonella seropositivity and shedding on-farm and isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter. 

Trait 
At  

weaning 

End of 

nursery 

End of 

grower 

End of 

finisher 
At slaughter 

Salmonella seropositivity 
20.3% 

(143/704) 

5.8% 

(41/712) 

15.9% 

(106/665) 

37.3% 

(196/525) 
- 

Salmonella shedding 
10.5% 

(82/784) 

12.6% 

(94/747) 

12.3% 

(90/730) 

20.2% 

(135/669) 
- 

Salmonella isolation at slaughter - - - - 
23.1% 

(134/580) 

Based on data from Ainslie-Garcia et al. (2018b) and Schut et al. (2018). 
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Table 3.2. Demographics in pigs positive and negative for the trait of interest after quality control of genotypic data. 

Trait 
Number of 

positive pigs 

Number of 

negative pigs 
Total 

Number of 

SNVs 

Salmonella seropositivity 532 254 786 51 969 

Salmonella shedding 517 269 786 51 969 

Salmonella isolation at slaughter 404 111 515 51 969 
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Table 3.3. Top 15 SNVs ranked by significance for the GWAS analysis of Salmonella shedding from weaning to end of finisher. 

SNV ID SSCa Location (bp)b Variant type Genec Gene locationb p-valued 

rs324041697 2 14596159 intron PTPRJ  2: 14549537-14726715 6.6 × 10-6 

rs81476180 6 136607113 intergenic ST6GALNAC3 6: 136633437-137201213 9.9 × 10-6 

rs81259485 16 3248143 intron DNAH5 16: 3116189-3364956 6.6 × 10-5 

rs81458700 16 36370940 intergenic ACTBL2  16: 36470503-36471633 9.9 × 10-5 

rs80889714 4 104920198 intron CASQ2 4: 104918501-104982852 1.0 × 10-4 

rs81346930 17 44032145 intergenic LPIN3 17: 43993710-44006188 1.2 × 10-4 

rs330624049 15 90476754 intergenic ENSSSCG00000034554 15: 90309385-90309702 1.2 × 10-4 

rs81403742 8 117467555 intergenic TACR3 8: 117661792-117721591 1.2 × 10-4 

rs80947769 7 19456263 upstream KIAA0319 7: 19386111-19451666 1.2 × 10-4 

rs339478050 1 188917080 intron RTN1 1: 188704139-188926054 1.9 × 10-4 

rs81237965 3 3693136 intron RADIL 3: 3618093-313033 1.9 × 10-4 

rs81344023 6 153022279 intron FGGY 6: 152754730-153213125 2.1 × 10-4 

rs81349902 1 188903236 intron RTN1 1: 188704139-188926054 2.3 × 10-4 

rs318950111 3 43561730 downstream ZNF169 3: 43513397-43558613 2.5 × 10-4 

rs81452423 15 32935177 intergenic DLGAP2 15: 33173120-33264155 3.0 × 10-4 

aSSC = Sus scrofa chromosome. 
bLocation in Ensembl Sscrofa11.1. 
cIf the variant was intergenic, the closest gene within a 1 Mbp window was indicated. 
dSNVs under the suggestive significance threshold of 1.0 × 10-5 in bold (Burton et al., 2007). 
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Table 3.4. Top 15 SNVs ranked by significance for the GWAS analysis of isolation of Salmonella from tissues at slaughter. 

SNV ID SSCa Location (bp)b Variant type Genec Gene locationb p-valued 

rs322440805 3 130637256 intergenic DCDC2C 3: 131097730-131194726 1.6 × 10-6 

rs326411709 3 130676894 intergenic DCDC2C 3: 131097730-131194726 3.7 × 10-6 

rs319944764 3 130689632 intergenic DCDC2C 3: 131097730-131194726 8.6 × 10-6 

rs81348815 1 15081855 intergenic AKAP12 1: 14906823-15016841 2.0 × 10-5 

rs80951933 1 15109785 intergenic AKAP12 1: 14906823-15016841 3.1 × 10-5 

rs80903645 1 15064589 intergenic AKAP12 1: 14906823-15016841 3.6 × 10-5 

rs326617356 18 26691633 intergenic KCND2 18: 26554190-26623034 1.3 × 10-4 

rs323563819 19 109560455 intron GPC3 X: 109536447-110060245 2.0 × 10-4 

rs80820138 14 122383711 intergenic GPAM 14: 122542205-122577239 2.0 × 10-4 

rs80961723 7 120400325 intergenic SETD3 7: 120412549-120486627 2.2 × 10-4 

rs320610499 6 141349179 intron NEGR1 6: 141115729-141647820 2.5 × 10-4 

rs81296290 2 91504717 intron VCAN 2: 91287931-91811674 2.8 × 10-4 

rs324243793 18 38747572 intron DPY19L2 18: 38693003-38764024 3.3 × 10-4 

rs80840697 1 14988130 intron AKAP12 1: 14906823-15016841 4.1 × 10-4 

rs81361262 2 90665766 downstream ATG10 2: 90437020-90665380 4.5 × 10-4 

aSSC = Sus scrofa chromosome. 
bLocation in Ensembl Sscrofa11.1. 
cIf the variant was intergenic, the closest gene within a 1 Mbp window was indicated. 
dSNVs under the suggestive significance threshold of 1.0 × 10-5 in bold (Burton et al., 2007). 
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Table 3.5. Top 15 SNVs ranked by significance for the GWAS analysis of Salmonella seropositivity from end of nursery to end of finisher. 

SNV ID SSCa Location (bp)b Variant type Genec Gene locationb p-valued 

rs81241392 17 28616449 intron RALGAPA2 17: 28394827-28679538 7.6 × 10-5 

rs323410857 1 201886813 intron HACD4 1: 201886332-201910664 8.2 × 10-5 

rs81459294 16 1133302 intron CTNND2 16: 508245-1521550 1.0 × 10-4 

rs80868434 7 30048501 intergenic MLN 7: 30003291-30013128 1.2 × 10-4 

rs80849858 1 77472299 intergenic TRAF3IP2 1: 77484191-77523887 1.2 × 10-4 

rs336677749 17 28600733 intron RALGAPA2 17: 28394827-28679538 1.3 × 10-4 

rs330020208 6 89629789 intron PHC2 6: 89574035-89685278 1.3 × 10-4 

rs81370878 3 56211114 intergenic VWA3B 3: 55950591-56171826 1.4 × 10-4 

rs323186575 6 91486462 intron ZMYM4 6: 91455778-91623818 1.4 × 10-4 

rs80970182 17 28210436 intron CFAP61 17: 28111660-28372543 1.4 × 10-4 

rs80930168 1 77338889 intron REV3L 1: 77195253-77401051 1.9 × 10-4 

rs80801203 17 28465351 intron RALGAPA2 17: 28394827-28679538 2.1 × 10-4 

rs338087144 14 77361157 intergenic KAT6B 14: 77404443-77597673 2.4 × 10-4 

rs81241392 17 28616449 intron RALGAPA2 17: 28394827-28679538 2.6 × 10-4 

rs81290595 15 6253250 intron ENSSSCG00000036561 15: 6222423-6266771 2.8 × 10-4 

aSSC = Sus scrofa chromosome. 
bLocation in Ensembl Sscrofa11.1. 
cIf the variant was intergenic, the closest gene within a 1 Mbp window was indicated. 
dSNVs under the suggestive significance threshold of 1.0 × 10-5 in bold (Burton et al., 2007).  
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 Salmonella is a substantial public health concern, causing an estimated 51.6 to 89.1 million 

cases of annual foodborne salmonellosis cases worldwide (Majowicz et al., 2010). In Canada, pork 

and pork products are considered to be an important source of foodborne Salmonella (Thomas et 

al., 2013; Nesbitt et al., 2012; Ravel et al., 2009), and thus there is increasing pressure in the pork 

industry to implement better control measures on-farm and at slaughter. However, the lack of a 

comprehensive control program in Canada means that control measures vary from farm to farm. 

Traditionally, control measures have mainly comprised of vaccination, removal of infected pigs, 

and changes in sanitation and biosecurity on-farm and at slaughter (Andres & Davies, 2015; Hotes 

et al., 2011; Doyle & Erickson, 2006; Funk & Gebreyes, 2004) but these have been met with 

limited success. Salmonella is known to be prevalent on finishing farms across Canada (Farzan et 

al., 2008a; Rajić et al., 2005; Letellier et al., 1999) and the variable effectiveness of current control 

practices has prompted research into better understanding the longitudinal dynamics of Salmonella 

on-farm and into developing alternative methods of control. Recent years have shown a rise in 

candidate gene studies and several variants, particularly those in pathogen recognition receptors 

(PRRs), have been associated with susceptibility to Salmonella (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018a; Kich 

et al., 2014; Keirstead et al., 2011; Shinkai et al., 2011). Even so, there are still many knowledge 

gaps in our understanding of the genetic basis of susceptibility to Salmonella in pigs. This study 

aimed to address these issues and further our understanding of Salmonella dynamics on pig farms 

and identify potential variants associated with susceptibility to Salmonella in pigs. 

The first objective of this thesis aimed to evaluate the IgG antibody responses to 

Salmonella in pigs from weaning up to the end of the finisher stage in response to naturally 

acquired Salmonella on-farm. Antibodies against Salmonella O-antigens were detected in pigs on 

all farms in this study. Seropositivity levels were high at weaning, followed by a rapid decline in 

the nursery and a subsequent rise over the remainder of the production period. Additionally, older 

pigs were more likely to be seropositive. High prevalence of seropositivity at weaning is 

commonly observed in the literature due to high levels of maternal antibodies absorbed by the 

suckling pigs prior to weaning (Haye & Kornegay, 1979). This is followed by a natural decline 

post-weaning due to the loss of lactogenic immunity and little production of new IgG antibodies 

until development of a mature immune response (Stokes et al., 2004; Kranker et al., 2003). 
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Interestingly, there are conflicting results on when seropositivity peaks during production. Some 

studies have reported peaks in the early grower stage followed by a slight drop until market (Funk 

et al., 2005; Kranker et al., 2003). However in the current study, seropositivity continued to rise 

until the end of the finisher stage mirroring the continued rise in Salmonella shedding observed 

until slaughter (Ainslie-Garcia et al., 2018b). This rise may be due in part to transport and 

relocation stress in pigs in the multi-site operations recruited in this study. Of the operations 

recruited, only one group was a closed farrow-to-finish herd. Interestingly, in this group the 

seropositivity results followed a similar pattern to the multi-site groups but shedding was never 

detected, and Salmonella was not found at slaughter. This may indicate that transport to off-site 

nursery and finisher barns contributed to the later peak in Salmonella shedding, and consequently 

seropositivity (Simons et al., 2016; Fosse et al., 2009). This highlights the value of both testing via 

serology and culture. 

 The second objective evaluated the association of Salmonella IgG antibody response with 

Salmonella shedding from weaning until the end of the finisher stage and isolation of Salmonella 

from tissues at slaughter. Little agreement was seen between culture and serology at individual 

time points; however, over the whole production period, pigs shedding Salmonella were more 

likely to be seropositive. Firstly, this shows the importance in selecting the proper detection 

method to study Salmonella status in pigs and interpreting the results within that context (Mainar-

Jaime et al., 2018). Secondly, it highlights the value of performing longitudinal studies versus 

point prevalence studies, as false-negatives may occur in samples tested at a single time point 

depending on the detection method chosen (San Román et al., 2018; Rajić et al., 2007). 

Longitudinal studies have been done previously in the EU to determine occurrence of Salmonella 

at different stages of production (Bolton et al., 2013; Vigo et al., 2009; Merialdi et al., 2008; Rajić 

et al., 2007; Kranker et al., 2003), however, little is currently known about the dynamics of 

Salmonella from birth up to marketing on Canadian farms. The present study sheds light on how 

antibody levels to Salmonella change during different stages of production on swine farms. 

Furthermore, in the current study, Salmonella seropositivity was not associated with isolation from 

palatine tonsils or submandibular lymph nodes collected at slaughter. This is one disadvantage to 

serological detection as a tool to predict the risk of Salmonella in pork. Pigs infected shortly prior 

to market and transport to lairage would not have sufficient time to develop an antibody response. 
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Conversely, pigs may be infected but not seroconvert, or be infected with serovars not detectable 

with the ELISAs used in these studies. Despite these pitfalls, serological surveillance programs in 

the EU have seen great success in limiting the level of exposure and risk of Salmonella (Vico & 

Mainar-Jaime, 2012; EFSA, 2010; Kranker et al., 2003; Wegener et al., 2003). However, the 

efficacy of this type of approach as a monitoring and exposure/risk control tool in Canada remains 

unknown.  

Regardless of the detection method chosen, we can conclude that intervention is needed in 

Canadian herds. As it may not be feasible to shift all multi-site operations to farrow-to-finish 

operations, better intervention strategies are needed in young pigs prior to relocation and strict 

management is needed in older pigs. In addition to good farm hygiene and biosecurity, vaccination 

of sows and/or young pigs, improving pig flow or stocking density, and stringent sanitation 

procedures may improve control of Salmonella (Wales & Davies, 2017; Delhalle et al., 2008; 

Mannion et al., 2007; Roesler et al., 2006; Funk & Gebreyes, 2004). This work also highlights the 

potential for serological monitoring in Canadian herds. While the presence of maternal antibodies 

and the lack of mature immune responses would prevent efficient monitoring in young pigs, the 

continued rise in seropositivity is promising for serological detection methods in the later 

production stages. 

 The final objective in this thesis was to identify single-nucleotide variants in the porcine 

genome associated with antibody response to Salmonella, Salmonella shedding, and isolation of 

Salmonella at slaughter using a genome-wide association study approach. Two variants were 

associated with Salmonella shedding from weaning to the end of the finisher stage. The first was 

an intron variant in the PTPRJ gene and the second was near the gene ST6GALNAC3. PTPRJ is 

involved in B- and T-cell signalling, as well as the recruitment of neutrophils (Dave et al., 2013; 

Zhu et al., 2011), while ST6GALNAC3 is responsible sialylation of glycans on the mucosal 

surface often involved in host self-recognition and cellular adhesion (Takashima & Tsuji, 2014). 

Both variants were seen at higher frequencies in the control pigs and thus may interfere with 

Salmonella adhesion and proliferation in the gut. Ablation of PTPRJ has been shown to cause a 

significant rapid increase in neutrophil recruitment, so it stands that perhaps this variant is 

promoting rapid clearance of Salmonella in the pig gut. A variant in ST6GALNAC3 may be 

changing the sialylation of glycan moieties on the mucosal surface and negatively impacting the 
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specificity at which Salmonella can adhere and invade. Both variants may be and improving 

Salmonella resistance by creating an unfavourable environment for Salmonella and limiting the 

burden of Salmonella in the host (Arabyan et al., 2016; Ogushi et al., 2004). Three intergenic 

variants had a suggestive association with isolation of Salmonella at slaughter and were near the 

uncharacterized gene DCDC2C. Currently, little is known about the role and expression of this 

gene in pigs. Additionally, three variants near the gene AKAP12 were approaching a suggestive 

association with Salmonella at slaughter. AKAP12 has been shown to play a role in anchoring 

protein kinase (PK) A and B involved in the signalling of key cellular processes including 

intracellular killing in macrophages (Gelman, 2010; Akakura et al., 2008; Kashina et al., 2004; 

Uchiya & Nikai, 2004). Salmonella is known to manipulate PKA and PKB signalling to survive 

in cells (Kuijl et al., 2007; Uchiya et al., 2004). Thus, changes in the localization or abundance of 

these kinases due to variants in AKAP12 may alter Salmonella virulence in pigs. However, due to 

the distance between these variants and their respective genes it is important to consider other 

factors, such as genetic linkage, which may be the true root of these associations. For the 

seropositivity trait, four intron variants in the RALGAPA2 gene were approaching a suggestive 

association. RALGAPA2 has implications in many key cellular processes including cell survival, 

mediation of cellular responses to infection, and immune signalling (Shirakawa et al., 2009; Feig, 

2003). These variants may be disrupting the normal signalling involved in resolution of 

inflammation and infected cell death, in turn creating a favourable environment for Salmonella 

survival in the pig gut. If Salmonella is proliferating in the gut, but not in a shedding state, may 

explain why this variant was associated with seropositivity but not with shedding. 

The variants listed above all have putative function within innate immunity, either though 

modulating pathogen adhesion, mediation of inflammation, recruitment of immune cells, or 

intracellular killing of bacteria. While further characterization of their expression and role in pig 

innate immunity is needed, these results provide a good basis for future targeted studies which 

may shed light on the genetic basis of Salmonella susceptibility and resistance in pigs. Targeting 

these candidates may aid in future efforts of breeding more robust pigs able to clear common swine 

pathogens. Additionally, further testing for IgM antibodies in addition to IgG may reveal stronger 

associations between variants and Salmonella seropositivity. 
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 The work detailed in this thesis may guide detection and monitoring of Salmonella on 

swine farms in Canada, support the development of new intervention strategies to control 

Salmonella in young pigs, and aid in our understanding of the genetic basis of disease. Reduction 

of Salmonella on-farm and at slaughter, either through sustainable changes in farm management 

or changes in pig breeding lines, has the potential to improve animal welfare and will greatly 

benefit both producers, through improving animal health and profitability, and the general public, 

by aiding in the reduction of Salmonella from farm-to-fork and promoting safer pork. 
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SUMMARY 

1. Salmonella seropositivity rates were moderate at weaning, likely due to the presence of 

maternal antibodies, followed by a steep decline into the nursery stage and a subsequent 

rise continuing until the end of the finisher stage.  

2. Salmonella seropositivity and shedding increased with age and pigs shedding Salmonella 

were more likely to test seropositive.  

3. Antibody response and shedding on-farm had no significant association with isolation of 

Salmonella from tissues harvested at slaughter.  

4. An intron variant in the gene PTPRJ and an intergenic variant located nearest to the gene 

ST6GALNAC3 were associated with Salmonella shedding from weaning to the end of the 

finisher stage.  

5. Three intergenic variants nearest to the uncharacterized gene DCDC2C were associated 

with isolation of Salmonella in tissues at slaughter. An additional three intergenic variants 

near the gene AKAP12 were trending towards a suggestive association with Salmonella at 

slaughter.  

6. Four intron variants in the RALGAPA2 gene may impact Salmonella seropositivity from 

nursery to finisher.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Antibody titres (S/P ratios) detected via indirect ELISA in pigs.  

Antibody titres determined by indirect LPS-ELISA from sera in pigs at 1-4 days age, at weaning (19-33 days), end of nursery (52-70 days), end of grower (96-

115 days), and end of finisher (130-159 days). Antibody titres of individual pigs are indicated by grey dots with mean and median titres for each production stage 

represented by a solid black and dotted black line, respectively.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Distribution of 156 pigs tested seronegative at all four stages throughout production.  

Distribution of pigs with sera tested negative via indirect LPS-ELISA at weaning, end of nursery, end of grower, and end of finisher separated by farrowing 

source (1-8) and by Cohort One (pigs born between May and August) and Cohort Two (pigs born between October and January). Samples were not collected in 

Cohort Two for farrowing sources 2 and 7.
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Supplementary Table 1. Multivariable analysis of Salmonella antibody titres (S/P ratio) in 347 pigs tested four 

times by ELISA and culture from weaning to end of finisher. 

Variable Coefficient Standard error 

95% 

Confidence 

interval 

p-value 

Shedding 
No Referent - - - 

 Yes 0.16 0.03 0.11, 0.21 <0.001 

      

Stage of production Weaning -0.19 0.02 -0.24, -0.14 <0.001 

 End of nursery -0.35 0.02 -0.40, -0.30 <0.001 

 End of grower -0.23 0.02 -0.27, -0.18 <0.001 

 End of finisher Referent - - - 
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Supplementary Table 2. Isolation of Salmonella at slaughter from the tissues of 580 pigs across individual farms 

and cohorts as tested by culture. 

Farm Number (%) of pigs positive at slaughter 

 Cohort One Cohort Two Total 

1 0 (0.0) 4 (7.7) 4 (4.9) 

2⸹ - - - 

3 14 (32.6) 5 (22.7) 19 (29.2) 

4 34 (68.0) 11 (19.6) 45 (42.5) 

5 6 (12.5) 0 (0.0) 6 (6.1) 

6 20 (40.8) 0 (0.0) 20 (19.2) 

7⸹ 31 (72.1) - 31 (72.1) 

8 6 (15.4) 3 (7.5) 9 (11.4) 

Total    

⸹No data collected at slaughter for one or more cohorts. 
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Supplementary Table 3. Covariates for each GWAS trait that passed univariable screening using a mixed-effects 

logistic regression model. 

Trait Covariate p-value 

Salmonella seropositivity Farm  <0.001 

    

Salmonella shedding Diet High complexity Referent 

  Low complexity 0.074 

 Cohort One Referent 

  Two 0.041 

    

Salmonella isolation at slaughter Age  0.033 

 Cohort One Referent 

  Two <0.001 

 Season Spring Referent 

  Fall <0.001 

  Winter 0.022 
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Supplementary Table 4. Allele frequencies in case and control pig populations for SNVs with significant associations in GWAS models. 

Trait SNV ID Genea GWAS 

p-value Minor allele MAFb in cases 
MAF in 

controls 

χ2  

p-value 

Salmonella seropositivity rs81241392 RALGAPA2 7.60E-05 C 0.260 0.148 1.05 × 10-6 

 rs323410857 RALGAPA2 1.27E-04 T 0.256 0.149 1.36 × 10-4 

 rs81459294 RALGAPA2 2.09E-04 C 0.333 0.214 5.79 × 10-7 

 rs80868434 RALGAPA2 2.56E-04 A 0.354 0.224 1.26 × 10-7 

Salmonella shedding rs324041697 PTPRJ 6.60E-06 T 0.322 0.524 4.08 × 10-14 

 rs81476180 ST6GALNAC3 9.90E-06 A 0.306 0.509 2.85 × 10-14 

Salmonella isolation at slaughter rs322440805 DCDC2C 1.60E-06 C 0.284 0.516 7.97 × 10-10 

 
rs326411709 DCDC2C 3.70E-06 A 0.291 0.525 7.37 × 10-10 

 
rs319944764 DCDC2C 8.60E-06 A 0.604 0.391 1.57 × 10-8 

 
rs81348815 AKAP12 2.01E-05 A 0.279 0.481 8.11 × 10-8 

 
rs80951933 AKAP12 3.05E-05 T 0.270 0.474 5.61 × 10-8 

 
rs80903645 AKAP12 3.58E-05 T 0.252 0.439 4.72 × 10-7 

 
rs80840697 AKAP12 4.10E-04 A 0.268 0.430 1.31 × 10-5 

aIf the variant was intergenic, the closest gene within a 1 Mbp window was indicated. 
bMAF = minor allele frequency. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

The following logistic mixed model from Chen et al. (2016) was used to perform GWAS: 

logit(πi) = Xiα + Giβ + bi 

Where πi = P(yi = 1|Xi, Gi, bi) is the probability of the binary trait for pig i, conditional on 

their covariates, genotype, and random effects bi, Xi is a 1 × p row vector of covariates for 

subject i, α is a p × 1 column vector of fixed covariate effects including an intercept, Gi is the 

genotype of a genetic variant for subject i, and β is the genotype effect. It is assumed 

that b∼N(0,∑Kk=1τkVk) is an n × 1 column vector of random effects, where τk are the variance 

component parameters and Vk are known n × n relatedness matrices. When the number of variance 

components K = 1, V1 is usually the genetic relationship matrix estimated from many genetic 

variants. The binary phenotypes yi are assumed to be independent conditional on the random 

effects b. 


